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I. INTRODUCTION
In this series of lectures we will discuss someproperties of the
fully ionized gases which extend over the vast region of space from the
base of the solar atmosphere, or corona, to the top of the earth's
ionosphere, roughly 300 -- 500 kilometers above the surface. In this
entire region we have to deal with essentially a single plasma composi-
tion, fully ionized hydrogen with a small admixture of helium, but very
distinct states of this plasma are encountered because varying densi-
ties, temperatures, flow velocities and associated magnetic fields are
involved. In order to have a framework in which to begin our detailed
discussion, it is convenient st this point to describe roughly someof
the main physical features of these regions.
I.i. The Solar Corona
The photosphere or the visible surface of the sun has a radius of
7 × 105 km (= i RO) and a temperature near 6000°K During total
eclipses, information on the much less luminous, rarefied solar
atmosphere maybe obtained. Betweenthe photosphere and an altitude
of (5 -- 15) × i03km ,the density falls and the solar atmosphere
remains fairly cool. From this region an emission spectrum with many
familiar atomic lines in the visible range is observed, and hence
this is called the chromosphere.
Beyondthe chromospherethere exists an extremely faint halo
which represents primarily photospheric light scattered from the
corona. Near the coronal base (~ 1.03 R@) the surface brightness is
on the order of 10-6 that of the disc and at 3 RO the brightness
is down by three more orders of magnitude. Since the luminosity is so
low, visual observations are useless, and the discovery of the corona
is generally assigned to 1851_ when the first attempts were made to
photograph a solar eclipse. Very limited photographic studies were
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carried out in the period 1850-- 1950 (total observing time less than
one hour) but after the invention of the coronagraph by Lyot in 1950
it was possible to study the corona out to (1.7 - 2)P_ without
waiting for eclipses. Oneof the major advances associated with the
coronagraph is the discovery and identification of manyextremely
weak emission lines in the coronal base region (r < 1.4 RO) . Some
of these lines were detected as early as 1898 and attributed to a new
element, coronium, but in the period 1939 -- 1942 all the coronal
lines were definitely identified by Grotrian and Edl@nas emissions
from very highly ionized states of heavy atoms (Ca 12 -- Ca 15 ;
Fe I0 -- Fe 15 ; etc.) The ionization potentials for these states
are on the order of 200 -- 800 ev , and it was realized that the
spectrum could be produced by thermal excitation only if T were
on the order of I06_K
General confirmation of this surprising temperature estimate was
obtained by several independent meansin the next decade. The meas-
ured total intensities in the solar X-ray spectrum and the radio
emission at meter wavelengths yield a coronal electron temperature near
7.5 X I05°K for quiet conditions, and the line widths of emission
lines indicate that the temperatures are greater than 106°K • During
the eclipses of 1952, 1954 and 1955 careful intensity versus radial
distance measurementswere madeat high altitudes, and these were used
to calculate electron density profiles, Ne = Ne(r) . In the region
RO< r < 3R(9 , the results are quite close to those predicted by the
equation of hydrostatic equilibrium
d__ (NKT) = (I.i)
dr 2
r
For isothermal condi.tions Eq. (I.l) yields
N(r) = N(r0) exp (GM m/KT)(r -I - r_l)v
-_ N(r0) exp (- GM mh/KTRo)
(1.2)
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and this agrees with the light scattering experiments for
N(ro) -_2 x 108/cm5 at r0 -_1.06 RO and T -_ (i.i - 1.6) × IO6°K
Here G is the gravitational constant (6.67 X i0 -8 cgs units) , M
is the mass of the sun (2 X 1055gms) and m is the meanmassof a
coronal particle (if 90% of the particles are ionized hydrogen and
i0% are fully ionized helium, the meanmass is 62% of the proton
mass ).
1.2. The Interplanetary Medium
For many years it has been accepted that such terrestrial phe-
nomena as the aurora, geomagnetic fluctuations, and geomagnetic
storms are associated with the emission of particles from the sun.
Long-lived activity centers on the sun (M-regions) apparently cause
geomagnetic disturbances at regular intervals of 27 days (the rotation
period of the sun as seen from the earth) and individual events such
as solar flares may produce identifiable magnetic activity at the
earth after a delay of 24 to 70 hours. Since the mean sun-earth
distance is 1.5 × 108 km (= I AU _ 214 RO) , these delays correspond
to average velocities on the order of 600 -- 1700 km/sec _ assuming
radial propagation. The slow speeds clearly refer to moving particles
and not to propagation of radiation.
The first suggestion that continuous rather than intermittent
solar particle emission might occur is due to Biermann. By analyzing
the acceleration and excitation of Type I (i'uliy ionized) comet tails,
Biermann concluded that during quiet periods the flow velocities might
range from 400 km/sec to i000 km/sec , and that these particles
would form a streaming interplanetary plasma.
Although comet tails cannot be regarded as precision test objects
for analysis of the interplanetary medium, in 1958 Parker published an
ingenious and bold theory in which he argued that a) the solar corona
is not static; b) it continually expands into space reaching super-
sonic speeds at distances of several solar radii; and c) the expanding
solar corona is, in fact, the same as the streaming plasma of
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interplanetary space. Parker referred to this as the solar wind.
Parker's analysis led to another conclusion. The postulated
solar _ind can coexist with an interplanetary magnetic field only if
the field lines spiral out from the sun in a rather special pattern,
arriving at the earth with a "hose angle" tilted near 45 ° toward the
west limb of the sun. Ground based observations of the arrival of
energetic ions(in solar cosmic rays with energies on the order of
30 MeV -- i BeV) emitted durir_ large solar flares strongly supports
this prediction, assuming that the high energy particles are guided
along the spiral field lines. The study of solar modulation of primary
cosmic ray intensities also supports the Parker model.
Although much indirect evidence seemed to favor this theory,
Parker's predictions were not generally accepted until 1962. (A 1961
s_posium on "The Solar Corona" resulted in a book of more than 300
pages, but the possible existence of continuous coronal streaming is
only mentioned in two brief paragraphs.) However, for the first 104
days of 1962, an electrostatic analyzer on the interplanetary probe
Mariner 2 directly sampled the solar plasma and found that a finite
streaming proton current was always present. _e velocity ranged from
2_0 -- 800 km/sec , the mean density appeared to be in the range of
I -- 5 ions/cm 3 , and the observed spectra were consistent with a mean
temperature of 2 × I05°K Subsequent measurements generally confirm
these early observations.
1.3. The lonosphere and Magnetosphere
Although all information about the corona and much of our knowledge
of the interplanetary medium is based on interpretation of ground ob-
servations_ the study of the plasma surrounding the earth is primarily
founded on information collected by instruments on satellites_ or
rocket probes.
There are some exceptions to this generalization. The propagation
of radio waves through the high atmosphere provides a means of studying
-4-
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the ionosphere or partly ionized gas which exists above 60 -- 80 km
altitude. The most common technique utilizes the ionospheric sounder
which is essentially a variable frequency radar. When a wave with
angular frequency _ and amplitude E0 encounters a single electron,
the electron responds according to
2 A _-- _m_ = - m _ x eE (I.3)
if collisions and magnetic fields can be neglected. In the entire
medium, this generates a net polarization field, P = - 4_Ne Ax, and
2
the displacement is D = Y_E0 _ n E0 , with the index of refraction
given by
2 2 2 2 4_e 2
n = 1 - , % -- /m
±Hue quantity _ is the electron plasma frequency and the wave is
P
totally reflected for _ S _ By sweeping the frequency and measuring
P
the echo delay time, an electron density versus altitude profile can be
obtained. A typical daytime profile is shown in Fig. i, along with a
neutral density curve. Before rockets were available, the latter was
calculated from the Ne(h) distribution by assuming hydrostatic equi-
libriumwith slowly varying temperature and a fixed solar radiation
flux. The short wavelength solar radiation (UV to X-rays) produces
photo-ionization of the neutral atmosphere, and the recombination pro-
ceeds slowly enough so that fairly high concentrations of electrons
persist throughout the night. The various "layers" are not really very
distinct, but the D-region essentially disappears at night, soft solar
X-rays are responsible for the permanent E-region, and the He 2 304_
line in the solar spectrum is the main agent for F-region photo-
ionization.
Above the F maximum, the almost fully ionized plasma is rela-
tively inaccessible to ground-based observation, although incoherent
radar backscatter (i.e., Thompson scattering by electrons) yields
_(h) for h _ 4000 -- 6000 km . Another experimental technique is
based on the fact that the index of refraction differs drastically from
-5-
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Eq. (1.4) at frequencies below the electron and ion gyrofrequencies.
Passbands occur and audiofrequency noise signals (whistlers) and sub-
sonic oscillations (micropulsations) can propagate through the iono-
sphere. Analysis of these signals leads to a density distribution
_(r) = 104(Re/r) 3 -3cm (I.5)
for 2R <_ r <_ 5R (i Re = 6571 km) , and it also is known that at
e e
altitudes above about 1000 km the gas is essentially a proton-electron
plasma; the barometric equation then indicates that in the upper iono-
sphere (h ~ lO00 km) the temperature is on the order of 2000 ± 1000°K
Satellite measurements have yielded relatively little additional
information about the low energy or thermal plasma component above the
ionosphere. Some experiments indicate that the equivalent electron
temperature rises slowly with altitude reaching perhaps 503000°K to
IO0_O00°K at a geocentric distance of (8 -- IO)R e However_ it appears
definite that a large non-Maxwellian tail of electrons with E ~ lOOev - 2key
is also present_ and no good measurements of the proton temperature are
available to date.
Perhaps the most spectacular developments since the launching of
Sputnik I and Explorer I in 1957-58 are related to the discoveries
that the geomagnetic field is permanently distorted and terminated by
the solar wind_ and that large fluxes of high energy (superthermal)
electrons and protons are trapped in the distorted_ but ordered_ geo-
magnetic cavity. The region in which trapping by the earth's magnetic
field can occur is called the magnetosphere_ and a rough sketch of the
cavity is shown in Fig. 2; inside the magnetosphere Van Allen "radiation"
is found in a trapped or quasi-trapped state_ and presumably no solar
plasma is present. Upstream from the magnetosphere boundary or magneto-
pause, a broad complex region of wind-magnetosphere interaction exists.
This is called the transition region and some extremely interesting
plasma physics phenomena occur here. Apparently the transition region
proton flow velocity is on the order of 60 -- 903 of the incident
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solar wind speed, the proton temperature is on the order of
5 × I05°K -- I06°K , while the electrons are nearly at rest with
temperatures ranging from I06°K to 5 × I08°K . The outer boundary
of the transition region is generally called the "shock boundary," but
as we shall see, all of these regions, boundaries, etc., have quite
variable locations and characteristics, and they are frequently
indistinct.
1.4. Collisions and Plasma Equilibrium
The general properties of the various plasma states were discussed
first in order to fix the terminology and offer some familiarity and
pe_pc_l._ However, _ much more practical reason for this organization
is related to the fact that many different mathematical tools are needed
to analyze plasmas with such a wide range of densities, temperatures,
etc. Perhaps the most basic classification involves the extent to
which the dynamical description of the plasma is governed by inter-
particle collisions or correlations. In order to assess the importance
of collisions, we must compute the mean free path in the plasma and
compare it with some significant scale length for the system.
The mean free path for two-particle encounters is defined by
I_N = 1 , where _ is the total scattering cross-section. In a fully
ionized hydrogen gas, long range coulomb forces operate and the process
is quite similar to ordinary Rutherford scattering. As a first approxi-
mation, one can define the distance of closest approach between par-
ticles of mass m I , m 2 ,
2 2
mv e 1 1 1
, - = -- +- (1.6)
2 r m
rain ml m2
and the differential scattering cross-section is
: csc
However, Eft. (1.7) demonstrates the familiar fact that the total
cross-section for Rutherford scattering diverges, so that no finite
(1.7)
_
qmean free path can be defined for a gas of charged particles with
strict inverse square forces between arbitrary pairs.
Fortunately_ this is not the case for a true plasma_ since a test
charge in a fully ionized gas does not actually produce a coulomb field.
In fact_ if a positive charge is inserted in an electron-proton gas_
the mobile electrons fo_ a non-uniform cloud which tends to shield out
the field at long range. The electron density distribution around the
test charge is obtained by equating the pressure gradient and the force
density; as in the deduction of Eq. (1.2) for an isothermal gas, hydro-
static equilibrium implies
(e_(r)/KT)
N (r) = N (_) e
e e
-_ N (_) + eN " " "'[_)_[r)/Y-T + ...
e e
and the potential is given by Poisson's equation
(1.8)
V% = - 4Tr(Np - Ne ) (I.9)
If the proton distribution is uniform3 this yields a shielded coulomb
potential
(I.I0)
_(r) : q e-kDr
r
o -2 4_N.ee2mD n .ii)- _D = ( /,<T) (I
The shielding length _D is called the Debye length and kD is
the Debye wave number. Since the true potential rapidly decreases for
r > _D _ the total cross-section is finite and a mean free path for
two-body collisions in a plasma can be defined. The actual evaluation
for the shielded potential is rather complex but the final result is
clearly related to the original Rutherford scattering expression; the
effective total cross-section computed by Spitzer is
= i0 -
q , _ ,
r 2
-_ 22.87r rain
_eff _ S_ A (1.12)
A = (2_D/rmi n)
For electron-proton scattering of the_aal particles
-the mean free path is thus
= 1.8 × io5T2/    (cm)
A = 1.25× i04 3/2/N1/2
2
e
(1.13)
_i_er'e T is expressed in degrees Kelvin and N in particles per cubic
centimeter. _e expression for _ is essentially independent of particle
mas_ arid the quantity _zA varies little for the temperature and density
range of i_t_rest; we fi_d 15 <_ A < 35 in these regions but it is
sufficiently accurate to treat _zA as a constant, say _ A = 25
Effects of two-particle collisions will govern the plasma behavior
if _ is small compared to some scale length (L) for the system (in
tl_e language of aerodynamics, the Knudson number K : _/L is small).
in the regior_s where the barometric relatio1_ holds (the ionosphere; the
corona) a reasonable definition of the scale length involves the rate
of change of density with altitude. The scale height_ H , is defined
by
H(r) = IN/(dN/dr)i
KT(r)
-_M(r)g(r]
(I.14)
where g _s the local acceleration due to gravity (terrestrial or solar)
a_d M is the local mean mass. In the magnetosphere the scale height
defined by the density variation is on the order of an earth radius, and
in the solar wind, a similar definition gives H ~ i AU (assuming con-
-9
stant speed so that N(r) ~ r -) . The concept of scale height for the
transition region is rather obscure, but the scale length, L , is on
the order of 4R , the thickness of the transition region.
e
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In Table I.I, we have collected rough estimates of N , T , L
for all the regions discussed thus far, and evaluated _ in each case.
It can be seen immediately that two-body coulomb collisions can be
neglected in the outer magnetosphere, transition region and solar wind.
In the inner magnetosphereand upper ionosphere, close collisions may
have somesignificance in determining the distribution of low energy
particles (mu2 S St<T) , but it should be noted that the meanfree path
for superthermal particles is considerably larger than the value tabu-
lated. The deduction of £(T_N) shows that a particle with speed v
will have a meanfree path given by
2
ma
(I.15)
where a is the mean thermal speed, = SKT . Thus, the upper iono-
sphere and magnetosphere should be regarded as essentially collisionless
for particles with energies greater than, for example, a few hundred
electron volts.
The characteristics of the solar corona are clearly governed by
two-body collisions and in this case we may be confident that the
plasma is near equilibrium. That is, we anticipate that in some frame
of reference the particles can generally be described by an isotropic
velocity distribution which is nearly Maxwellian, that a temperature
can be defined, and that all species have approximately the same tempera-
ture. It appears likely from Table I.i that the upper ionosphere
plasma is in near equilibrium_ as defined in this manner. [Note that
we do not preclude the transient occurrence of localized non-equilibrium
phenomena such as solar flares, aurora, etc.] However_ the plasma in
the magnetosphere, transition region and solar wind cannot be regarded
as being in equilibrium in the same sense. Although individual par-
ticles are scattered, accelerated, etc. in these regions, the inter-
action mechanism is much more complex. Instead of particle-particle
scattering; we must investigate here how an individual particle can
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Lrdcr_;ct with an organized group of particles, or a wawt.
1.5. _nera] Remarks
Before proceeding with the detailed discussion of the properties
or' the corona, solar wind, magnetosphere and <ransition region_ it
seems advisable to introduce a few cautionary remarks. Space physics_
and especially spacecraft physics_ is a very young science, and our
exDe1"imental capabilities in this field are still quite limited. A
sp,'_eceraf't travels on an isolated trajectory in space-time and limited
t,.1<metry is available to send back data. Related measurements are
f_,er_<rully not made at the same time, on-board correlation techniques
are rarely used, and various aliasing difficulties are frequently
encountered. Unknown or uncontrollable biases may be present, and
so<_rces of contamination involving spacecraft magnetic fields, the
plasma sheath surrounding the spacecraft, external noise interference_
photoelectron currents_ etc. _ have degraded many experimental programs.
Furthermore it is not generally possible to achieve comparable sensi-
1,ivit].es for related measurements_ suct_ as electron _md photon fluxes
at the same energy, electric and magnel,_c ]l_t,ens]l,]es at the same
frequency. Fffna]ly, it must be remembered thai, any s/ngle instrument
has a given range and sensitivity- many discoveries of sharp
"botlndaries" probably represent threshold response-, Por that instrument_
and one may anticipate that other detectors wiL]. ['ind completely
different boundaries.
These problems are serious and it is a mistake to think of space
physics as a field in which much certain knowledge has been collected
so <hat we are compJetely ready for straightforward theoretical ana-
b_sts. Instead; we should regard these lectures as a series of talks
in which tentative theories and explanations are assessed on the basis
o__ incomplete or preliminary measureme_ts.
]4 -
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ii. CONTINUUMPLASMADYNAMICS
In a region where the Knudsennumber is small, the state of the
plasma is governed by the effects of collisions, and a statistical
description of the ionized gas is appropriate. The basic simplifying
assumptions are that all particles of a given type (electrons, for
example) are identical and that cooperative effects (manyparticle
_orreiations) are unimportant with the exception of short-range two-
part,i.cle collisions. In this ease it is pos._J1_ieto desc_'ibe all
particles of one type by a single particle distribution fum_tion_
f'(r,v,t) , where f(r,v,t)d rdJv is defined as the numberof par-
t'_Lcs in d3r , centered at r , with velo_.it[es within the interval
d__v , _entered at v The distribution function _beys a differential
eq_ation , the Bo!tzmann equation, and a!_ information about the gas
is contained in f
[7.1. Kinetic Theory of a Neutral Gas
For simplicity, let us begin this study of the distribution function
by cous]dering a neutral gas ol' identical particles. The necessary
manipulations can be performed more easily for this case, and the appro-
priate modifications for a gas of electrons and protons will be discussed
in the next section.
The classical treatise on continuum dynamics is The Mathematical
Theory of Non-Uniform Gases by Chapman and Cowling, and all of the ex-
tremely complex mathematical development is carefully discussed there.
We shall be content with a more modest mathematical program, supplemented
by physical reasoning.
First; consider the dynamical equation for the distribution function.
If there were no collisions, each particle would move freely along its
trajectory under the influence of an external force, F ; the total rate
of change of the distribution function would vanish (Liouville's theorem)
and the system would obey
16-
nf -
vf+-. vf--o (ii.i)
Dt OL m v •
where the second term expresses the influence of diffusion and the
third accounts for the actions of the applied forces. The Boltzmann
equation states that when the mean free path is small but finite_
Df/Dt is entirely the result of encounters among the particles, and
(II.]) becomes
+ v. : (II.2)
m v _-£ toll
Although we shall not evaluate the collision term in any detail;
it is useful to write down the general expression. For binary or two-
body collisions_ four states are involved; if f ' fl represent the
fraction of particles having velocities v , vI before a collision,
and f' ' fl' are the analogous distributions after the collision,
then the standard form for _ _.(6f/_t)coll is
(_f) _d3v JP(I_ I 8)d_[f' ' - ffl ]toll = _] I - 31 ' fl
(11.3)
where P is the probability that a pair with relative speed - Vll
will be scattered into d_ at an angle 8 . There are several points
of' interest to be noted here. First, since the scattering probability
is proportional to the differential cross-section, (_f/_t)col I is
essentially proportional to the total cross-section or inversely pro-
por'tionai to the mean free path.
A second aspect of Eq. (11.3) has to do with its relation to the
equilibrium distribution for a homogeneous, force-free gas in the
steady state. Here (_f/_t)col I must obviously vanish, yet for
ordinary conservative collisions, energy relations such as
2 mv_ 2 mv12
nv mY T
-- + - + --
2 2 2 2
(II.4)
have to be satisfied. It can be seen that energy and momentum will be
conserved if the equilibrium distribution function is of the _xwell form;
- 17 -
±o(V) = a exp [- b(_ - _)2] (II.5)
where a , b
temperature by b = (m/2KT) ,
1.38 × i0 -16 ergs/°K) and fo
n = _d3v fo(V)
v
is the density. This requires
that
are constants and _ is a constant vector.
(K is Boltzmann's constant,
must be normalized so that
a = n(m/2_T)3/2
is the average velocity, defined by
We define
(ii.6)
and it may be verified
_ fonu : d_v v (v) (11.7)
<J
For the more general case in which f is a function of r ,
and + , similar moments of the _-+-_,,+_, _._*_
..................... on can be defined_
and the Boltzmann equation leads to a set of moment equations. Let
n < A > :Fd3v A(V)f(_,V,t) (II.8)
0
Since A = A(_) , it is clear that
f 8f(n<A>) : d3vA(_) _77{ (11.9)
(n < v.A >) ?d3v A(7) (7._) f (II.10)
_"S71--'_
U_. -L • ......
I
(the summation convention is used for repeated indices), and if
V -F = 0 , a partial integration leads to
V
- n <V.(FA)> = A v f
v V
(II.ii)
[The condition _ ._ = 0 is not satisfied for arbitrary velocity depend-
v
ent forces, but _ ._ does vanish if the velocity dependent term is of
V
the form (V x _) .]
Now let us multiply the Boltzmann equation by A(_) , integrate over
d3v , and examine the result,
18-
_. n < A > + _.(n < vA >) <v.(_A)>-- d3v A(v)
m V _i
COil
(II.12)
Consider A : I in Eq. (11.12) Since collisions do not change the
number of particles_ the right hand side vanishes and we obtain the
equation of continuity
_n
=*v._nu; :o , (II.13)
with
< v > = ulr,t) .
For A = my in Eq. (II.12) (more precisely, A is in turn each
one of the components mvi) _ the collision term again has no effect
because momentum is conserved upon collision and we have
..C_u_i÷mv. n<-_ >- n<F;'-'":z i : 0 (II.14)
This can be put into another form if _ , the velocity of a particle,
i_ decomposed into (_ + _) , where U is the mean velocity of flow and
c is the random or thermal velocity in the rest frame. Then
8 f \
m_
.._,uiJ + ._nuui_.. + -- _8"£
_P. .
1j
',.J a'_
nF. : o (11.15)
i
with
Pij : m c.c.fd3v (II.16)
Since the pressure, nKT , is given by (i/3)(Pxx + Pyy + Pzz ) , a
separate tensor_ the stress tensor_ is frequently defined by
Pij = P6ij - Pij ' with 5ij = i (i=j) or 0 (i_j)
The final moment equation is obtained when A is set equal to
my2/2 ; agai_ since collisions conserve energy, the effect of this term
does not appear explJcitly_ and we find
- 19 -
LS 3 6(PU±)
zj x_. :0
z L j
(::r. 17)
w ith
mf 3
(II.18)
[The algebraic manipulations which lead to the energy equation are
straightforward but lengthy and we omit. the detailed derivation here.]
The system of' equations (11.13, 15, 17) describes the state of the
_:t_ under the action of the applied force, 7 , but it should be clear
_]Lat t[_e system is not complete. We ]]ave f'iw ,_.]_u_]_._s and I_ unknowns
ql . .. = I_................ ij{n _ Ul ' ' Pij = Pjz ' i_j I - 3 ; P " _ ,-.... t_,-,_,_ in P
r,_d KT=p/n] in order to complete this _e_:, it i',',neees_ary I.o go
luck to the full Boltzmann equation so that. eol L]s[<)ns can be accounted
for in an explicit manner.
We first observe that if the distribution function is given by a
modified form of Eq. (11.5),
CO (_' _' t ) _::n (_, t )(m/27D<T (_, t)Z/2 exp [-m(v'-_[(]:,t ))2/2_T(r,t)]
(II. 19)
lher, q is zero and Pjj is simply pS..10 Tids occurs because fo
is an even functdon of r , Cy , or e , while q and Pxy ' etc.,
X Z
a_'c odd so that the integrals over d3v or d_e vanish. The resulting
............... _.... A _ ......_ _n'ly f'ive vn.riables {n , _ _)
appear; however" fo(r,v,t) does not satisfy the full Boltzmann equation
w£th collisions. Clearly, _ and Pij involve energy and momentum
transfer by collisions.
Various techniques have been devised to evaluate -q and PLj '
and these generally inw_ive the substitution of some perturbed equi-
]ibrit_n distribution
f(r,v,t) = fo(r,v,t)[l + ¢(r,v,t)]
into the Boltzmann equation. Specific complex forms for _ lead to
- 2O
lengthy nonlinear relations betweenthe unknownmoments,derivatives of
the simpler ones and integrals involving collision cross-sections.
However, if all scale lengths in the gas are sufficiently large, a much
simpler technique, roughly equivalent to expanding f in a power
series in f/L , is applicable. This Chapman-Enskogmethod yields
--- k(T)_T (II.2O)
and k(T) is identified as the coefficient of thermal conductivity.
To see this, we note that qi = (i/2)Nm < c2c'>i and hence q is propor-
tional to NKT(_<T/m) I/2 , but q should also be proportional to the
_.nudsen number _/L Since T ~LI_T I , a possible (and fairly accurate)
expression for k is thus
(ii.21)
The total nross-section_ _ ; depends only on temperature, and therefore
k has the saxne dependence.
A similar development leads to the identification of
viscous stress tensor. The strain is defined by
j 2 _ _-_-_
. = + _ij <<7"U).ij _ _-_x. 3
Pij with the
(II.22)
and the coefficient of viscosity, _ , relates stress and strain by
PLj = _ij (11.23)
The two transport coefficients are not independent and the ratio K_/mk
_s generally a constant (called the Prandtl number). The closed set of
equations (11.13, 15, 17, 19, 23) are known as the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions.
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11.2• The Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics
When the gas is composed of fully ionized hydrogen_ a development
similar to that of Section !I.i yields the equations of motion. However_
several complications can be anticipated because the two species have
different electric charges and different masses. Just as in the neutral
case, momentum and ener_gy are conserved when electrons collide with elec-
trons_ or protons collide with protons, but electron-proton collisions
can transfer energy from one gas to another. Furthel_ore, electrons and
proteus respond in different ways to electric and magnetic fields so that
charge and current densities will enter the equations of motion. These
_uantities must_ of conrse_ be related to the ambient electric and mag-
netLc fields by Ma_Jell's equations.
We ass_mme that a separate distribution function can be defined for
each species and consider the moments of the two Boltzmann equations.
It is clear that the continuity equations are unchanged_ so that
bn
e _):07{- + _'(neUe
_n.
_T+ _.(niui) : o
(II.2h)
These can be rewritten in terms of the mass density
=- + n )m the charge density p = n q + n.q
_, = n m + nimi (he i ' "
ee - e e-e i-i
t.hu mean velocity vector pu = n m _ + n.m.u, and the current density
eee ill
j = neqeU e + niqi_ i _ and (11.24) becomes
_P _.B7 * (_) :_o
_Pe -+ -_
t7_7-+ v.j :0
(II.25)
The two equations for conservation of momentmn can now be written
hem e + : + - n m V ¢ - V.P +c e ei
(11.26)
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nimi _ + ui" i : E - _mv_- v.Y +_.
C 1 ! i le
(II.26)
}{ere it has been ass<Lmed that the external force may be decomposed into
a Lorentz force and a force derived from, a pot,ential_ (_._). is
I
"i/- -__P. ox _, rcpresents the moment_un per unit vol_m_e transferred toI j ' ei "
the electrons by the ions, etc. If the system is isolated, the over-
all momentum must be conserved, and therefore _ei = - _"le
The momentt_m conservation equations analagous to (11.25) are ob-
tsined by adding (I[.26) , multiplied by unity or qe,i However, the
ilc_inear nm(u._)_ terms preclude an exact reduction to a simple system
-_ -t.
involving the new variables p _ u _ Oe _ j Instead, it is cus-
tomary to use the fact %hat me/m i << i to obtain an approximate redue-
!:'o_i. ]f the sp_ce char'_e anc] current densities are sufficienlly snail
u1 i_[i= - n;i<< n , lu - I<< I] the_m _ l e _ 'lJi '
-- _ .... )ui ( )n m • L_u + n m.u. • <Tu. -_ p(u-_7 , II.27e e e e e z i z
a_d (II. 26) yields
u ...... j×_
p "_ + p(u'V)u = pe E + c p_¢ - _'_ (II.28)
o I
'-_ - _ I/lu il andmore complex. If terms of order me/mi ' ;Ue i
in n. I/n are neglected, Eq. (II.26) leads to
e i e
e _j - u:<_ 7×Z l e_
neq e neqe c neq e neq e
(11.29)
The physical significance of (11.29)can be seen by considering
the _tationary response of a plasma to an electric field only. If there
Cei/ = Ceiare no stresses, (11.29) yields E : - neq e nee , but the
c_d]ision-dominated plasma should obey Ohm's law. We therefore set
- 23
_ei = _ neeJ ' where _ is the resistivity, which is generally a tensor.
With this replacement, Eq. (11.29) may be regarded as a form of Ohm's law
for a magnetized, non-stationary plasma with finite stresses. This defi-
nition of resistivity merely assumes that the momentLLm exchanged between
electrons and ions is proportional to their relative velocity, or current.
A rough estimate of _ can be obtained from the force equation
_<_>~ J ne2E
tcoll m
and since _ = (KT/mjl'2t" / for thermal particles,
' coll
/o Ne 2( I) Vq-_mKT m from _n_
The energy equation is not seriously modified by the fact that two
species of charged particles are present. If the total heat flux vector
is defined as _ = qe * _i ' the generalization of (11.17) is simply
3 _p 3 _(P_i ) _qi _ui
2 _-t + 2-_x. + _--_[ + Pij _x. - JiEi = 0 (11.31)
l m J
Aside from numerical factors, the rough expressions for _ , k and
are fairly accurate. The resistivity varies as £_ A/T 3/2 , k and
!
_/_.
.......... _-,_ {mm 2!), (TT 3n) m.nd theboth vary as T" _m A , as In_ic_omu uy k_.
expression for £ discussed in the first chapter. For hydrogen, the
precise expressions taken from Physics of Fully lonized Gases, by
Spitzer, are
3/2 (KT)5/2 K (II.32)
k : 1.9 e4ml/%< A
e
= 7.2 x IO-7T 5/2 ergs/cm sec °K
0.406 5/2
1 (II.33)
e4_ A
= 0.9 x IO-16T 5/2 gm/cm sec
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73/2ml/2e42_ A
e
l.lro(2, T) s/2
-_ 1.6 x 105 T -3/2 ohm cm
(zz.3_)
[All numerical values are computed for _z A = 25 ; because some
a_nbiguity exists in treating the shielded coulomb potential_ other
treatments lead to values for 9 _ _ _ k which may differ by as much
as 25 -- 30_ from these. ] It should be noted that electrical and thermal
conduction is associated with the electron gas_ while viscous dissipation
primarily involves the ions. In very strong magnetic fields
(eBtcoll :_m.c)z all of these transport coefficients become tensors. The
v'ducs for _]fl ' kll _ _II (parallel to B) are unchanged, but k
_L'
P_L are drastically reduced while 9_L is increased.
To complete our statement of the kinetic equations for the plasma;
the Maxwell equations must be specified. In our system of units these
a}re
_.'_ = 4TrPe ,
-yB7
_'_= o
=-7- YBY
(II.B5)
Generally; no distinction is made in plasma physics between
, etc. Instead_ all currents and charge densities are explicitly
included in j and Pe
and
J
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11.3. General Properties of MHD Equations
The complete set of equations developed to describe the dynamics of
a conducting fluid is obviously extremely complex, and it is unlikely
that all consequences of these equations are completely understood at
present. However, certain approximations were made in deriving (11.28),
and we must discuss the self-consistency of the assumptions that the
plasma locally remains almost neutral and that the currents are not
large.
The validity of the assumption of quasi-neutrality can best be
assessed by examining the response of the electrons only to an initial
density perturbation. If the effect of collisions can be neglected and
if B , _¢ , and _._ vanish, then Eq. (11.26) gives
8u
e (_ _)_ = - n e_ (II.36)
neme _ + neme e" e e
and we must also have
_n
e
+ _.(nje) = 0
)4re( - ne
_7.E = n i
For n(_,t) = N + n'(_,t) + ... , these yield
e
+ Ne_7.Ue : 0
_.E = - 41Ten'
(II. 37 )
(11.38)
J
_U
e eE
m
e
2
where terms with u
e
assumed to be small.
have been discarded since the perturbations are
Thus
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e
-- - N
N e
e -_ -*
= -- V.E (II.39)
m
e
2
- 4"r_e
_ e nl
m
e
and the electrons oscillate with n' = n_ sin _pt , so that the time
average density perturbation vanishes. The plasma frequency,
f = / =gXlO 3 /2
p p' e , is generally very high and therefore
these electron plasma oscillations are important even in the presence
of collisions, for fptcoll >> i . Thus, a microscopic property of
the plasma, the occurence of high frequency electrostatic waves with
little damping, can be used to justify the assumption that Pe << ep .
Perhaps the most general basic statement about the restriction to
moderate currents has to do with the fact that quasi-neutrality
(i.e., ne = hi) requires Ue and ].m to obey exactly the same con-
tinuity equation, so that large deviations which violate the restriction
- = o (iz.4o)
e l
41
are excluded. This restriction, however, is an extremely weak one.
In practice, the arguments concerning the treatment of Ohm's law are
based on the numerical size of the resistivity,
Consider the simple = 0) form of Ohm's law, NJ = E . Since
space charge and electric fields will decay as exp(-47rt/N) . For
typical temperatures the resistivity is small (T = I06°K gives
= 1.6 × 10 -4 ohm cm versus N = 2 × 10 -6 for a good conductor such
as copper) and E vanishes rapidly. The decay rate for a magnetic
field is quite different. If the displacement current is neglected,
Ampere's law leads to
27-
he
4_ _B
hc
(lz._,2)
This is a diffusion equation and B goes as exp(- _c2t/47rL 2) where L
is the scale length for the system (L2_ _ B) The slow decay or
diffusion of the magnetic field illustrates the basic principle of the
conventional mhd approximation; the plasma is assumed to be perfectly
conducting_ permanent electric fields are neglected, and magnetic decay
is not treated.
More explicitly, the customary mhd idealization _ _ 0 , j
finite, requires E + _ × c = 0 _ and if displacement current can be
neglected, Ampere's law, V × B = 4_j/c , allows one to eliminate j
from the momentum equation. This proceeds as follows
x_ (#×_) x_ (_.9)_ 9B 2
c - 4_ - 4_ _Tr (IZ.43)
so that E and j no longer appear in the equations of mhd.
_p
+ V.(p_) = 0
+ =
-_ + p(_._)u + p_ - _.(_) ---_+ --_-B2 (Y'_)Y
_pu i _u_ 3u.3 8P 3 8 8T
_'_-t +-2_xx: _ k_'x. + P_-_._ - _'_ij _x. = 0
1 i 1 1 J
vx (_x_)--_ , V.B=O
(II.44)
The last of these is Faraday's law with E = - u X c , and h has
been set equal to zero in the energy equation. These equations have some
interesting consequences. Faraday's law now resembles a type of con-
tinuity equation_ and its significance can be understood only by
examining the rate at which magnetic flux, ¢ , changes with time.
Since the surface of interest will move with the fluid_ we have
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de d P-, -_
S.ds
= -v× × • d_=o
and the total flux through any surface is constant. As in super-
conductivity analysis, this is interpreted as "frozen-in" flux which is
carried by the moving medium.
Another relation of interest may be obtained from the moment-_m
Consider u = _ = 0 , with B of the form B = B(x)_ zequation.
for instance. Then the last term vanishes, and the equation can be
integrated to yield
B2
p +_-_= constant (11.46)
J
This useful conservation equation illustrates the general dia-
magnetic behavior of a perfectly conducting fluid. If non-magnetic
plasma exists in a region of space bounded by a plasma-free magnetic
field, the plasma is, in principle, confined by the fields with
p (region I) = B2/8_ (region II) . Also, if a magnetic field is
embedded in a plasma_ any attempt to increase the field will lead to
a decrease in pressure, and hence in density.
The customary mhd idealization, _ _0 , clearly leads to a
simpler set of equations from which convenient generalities (frozen-
in flux, diagmagnetic properties, _ = - _ x B/c , etc.) can be
extracted. It is dangerous_ however, to go too far in interpreting
these phenomena. For instance, it is convenient to eliminate any
permanent long-range electric field using _ + _ ×_/c = 0 , but it
is frequently much more instructive to retain E . As an example, let
us demonstrate the existence in the plasma of a new mode of wave pro-
pagation, the Alfv@u mode. This is a transverse wave which can only
- 29-
appear in a magnetized plasma (transverse waves cannot propagate in
ordinary fluids). Consider a static magnetic field B = Bi To a
2
first approximation (u negligible, _p = _ = _ = 0) , the momentum
equation yields
_U
0 _ = _zBc (II.47)
and
But
Ez(r,t ) = %(r,t)B/c Maxwell's equations also give
vx (VxE) = 4_Vpe- V2E
1 _B
= - -- V × (II.48)c _7
4v_7 z _2E
= - -_-{c c2 t2
_j/_t = c(p/B)(_2u/_t 2) = (c2p/B 2) _2E/_t2) , and we finally obtain
v2f:- 4v_+ 1 +__ _t-7 (I1.49)
B2 8t 2 ' ne l
This describes propagation with the Alfv@n phase velocity
B
: VA : ,_,_i/2 (II.50)
and although the same result can be derived using (11.44), it seems more
complete to include the actual finite electric field. An Alfv@n wave
involves a velocity disturbance with a related electric field vector, and
they oscillate in phase with E = - (_ × B)/c , where B is static.
There are other reasons for believing that the mhd equations fre-
quently suppress too many physical quantities. First, consider the
plasma oscillations discussed at the beginning of this section.
waves are purely "electrostatic" in the general sense that
These
= " _ ' _ = _0 sin([ • 7 - _t) (II.51)
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and there is no associated magnetic wave vector. Furthermore, our
initial generalization of 0hm's law was based on the assumption that
an electric field exists but that it is sufficiently small that the
potential energy gained across one mean free path is negligible com-
pared to KT If this assumption is not satisfied, the acceleration
term, _j_/_t , dominates, and the electrons gain energy indefinitely.
However, the mean free path varies as (u/a) 4 , so that for suffi-
ciently large fields or large velocities, this assumption of small
currents must always break down and a "runaway" phenomenon will occur.
The critical or runaway field is on the order of E c _ KT/e_ , and if
E > E our restriction to "small" currents is invalid.
c
Finally, if the electric fields associated with various waves in
the plasma are not examined_ this means that we will ignore any
acceleration processes since it is essentially only the electric field
that can change the energy of a particle.
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IlI. THESOLARCORONAANDSOLARWIND
All models of the solar atmosphere are based on the continuum
equations, and several additional idealizations are usually employed.
It is assumedthat the atmosphere is in a steady state with complete
spherical symmetry, and the effects of viscosity, the solar magnetic
field, and solar rotation are not generally explicitly included. If
the only force acting on the fluid is the gravitational attraction of
the sun, Eq. (I1.44) then yields
i d
"'[r2nu) = 0
2 dr
r
2
r
: 0 (III.l)
3 dd_rr 5 p d (r2u) + 1 du + 2 2 r 2 r (r2q) = O
r r
pe+Pi ( / ) +n. , andwith p = nKT = , q = -k dT dr Here n = ne i
nm = n m + m.n. Thus, for fully ionized hydrogen n = 2n ,
e e 1 1 e
m -_ (i/2)mproton The energy equation in this form is actually an
equation of state for the coronal gas. If _7 • q = 0 , the energy and
continuity equations yield the familiar adiabatic relation,
pn -5/3 = constant , showing that the coronal fluid behaves as if it is
!
composed of single particles with mass m , density n , and three
degrees of freedom per particle.
III.l. The Static Chapman Model
Chapman (1957) was the first to attempt to construct a quantitative
model of the corona. He considered the simplest case, a static atmos-
phere, and used the conductivity appropriate for ionized hydrogen,
k(T) = k(To)(T/T0)5/2 In this case (IIl.1) yields
nGMom (III.2)(nKT):
dr 2
r
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.Equation (111.3) has a simple solution, T(r) = To(ro/r)2/7 , and when
this distribution is inserted into Eq. (111.2), the density profile can
be obtained. We find
i d
(nKT) =
nKT dr
KTor2/7
and hence,
(III.4)
The coefficient in the exponent is a very large number; for
r0 = 1.06 R , TO = I06°K , (7GMom/5KToro) is equal to 12 . However,
the density at the base is also large (n(r O) = 3 x 108/cm 3 = 2ne(ro) )
and the r2/7 r5/7
, variations are quite weak. It can be verified
that the above parameters and Eq. (III.4) give ne = n. = 300/cm ,1C
T = T. = 2 × IO_°K at r = 1 A.U. , indicating that the solar corona
e 1
has an enormous extent.
This surprising prediction of the simple static model sets the
stage for the entire study of sun-earth relations. It serves to demon-
strate that the solar atmosphere, whatever its state, must reach to the
earth and beyond, and that it must contain a considerable amount of
kinetic energy near i A.U. . Although the actual state of the solar
corona differs considerably from the form shown in Eq. (111.4), it is
still true that the earth is best regarded as an object embedded in
the solar atmosphere.
Before turning to the other models, it is worth examining the
static model in more detail. It is clear that Eq. (111.4) predicts a
-2/7 it can be seen thatfinite pressure at infinity, and using T ~ r
34-
the predicted density diverses asymptotically with n(r) -+r 217/ r -+_
This behavior is quite peculiar, and we must consider the possibility
that this solution represents an unphysical description of an arbitrary
stellar atmosphere.
Perhaps the first point to examine involves the assumption that
the continuum model and the conductive heating term can be used in the
unmodified form out to infinity, since these expressions are valid only
if _/L << i . In fact, the mean free path varies as T2/n ~ T 3 ~ r-6/7_
for this model, and thus _ actually decreases with increasing distance.
Furthermore, Eq. (111.4) shows that the scale height, H = p/Idp/drl ,
12/7increases as r We therefore conclude that the condition _/L << i
is not violated by the simple static model at any distance.
However, a significant change does arise when we try to correct for
the apparent density divergence in (111.4). When the coronal gas attains
a sufficiently large density, its self-attraction becomes important and
Eqs. (111.1,2) must be modified. The correct form of the hydrostatic
equilibrium equation is then
r
nGMom 47PnGm2 ?r,2n(r,)dr ,d__ (n_T) =- _ 2 (111.5)dr J
r r
r 0
and the nonlinear correction term is extremely important in those cases
for which n(r) becomes large when the correction is omitted. Thus, if
• 2/7
. t
u = 0 , T = Totr/r O) -'' , as in the Chapman model, u -_r ' ' without
coronal self-attraction and a divergent contribution has been ignored.
The corrected Chapman model obeys (111.5), with the same temperature
variation, and it can be verified that the correct asymptotic form is
now
-16/7 1
n(r) -+r -+0
r-+_
-18/7
p(r) -_r _0
(III.6)
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With these new expressions, it is necessary to re-examine the
r -dependence of _/L . The scale height varies as 18r/7 and
12/7
£ ~ T2/n -+r so that in this case _/L increases (as r 5/7) with
increasing distance. It is clear that at some finite radius the con-
dition _ _ L will be encountered and the continuum model_ dominated by
collisional heat transfer_ will break down.
The problem then resembles the one met in trying to discuss
evaporation or the escape of gases from a planetary atmosphere. A
critical layer or zone is defined by th@ shell _ _ H ; beyond this zone
we have the "exosphere" in which the particles travel freely on ballistic
orbits, modified by collisions which occur whenever they penetrate the
inner region. There are complications which arise if the gas is a fully
ionized plasma_ since the species have different values of q and m .
This causes electric fields to develop at the exospheric level (Spitzer,
1951) because of charge separation effects.
The main point of this digression is to note that the static model
is a perfectly acceptable description of a possible stellar atmosphere.
We reject it, however_ not because of any inherent defect in the
physics, but because it does not describe the observed properties of
the solar corona.
111.2. Parker's Hydrodynamic Coronal Model
With the benefit of hindsight we can state that it is very unlikely
that any static model could describe an atmosphere such as the corona.
The earth's atmosphere is heated from above by dissipation of radiant
flux incident from the sun_ and such energy transfer does not generally
impart momentum to the gas. Thus, a static terrestrial atmosphere is
quite understandable. However_ the coronal case is very different, since
an enormous energy flux must be supplied from below to raise the tem-
perature three orders of magnitude and maintain this temperature despite
the large conductive heat loss. [Chapman's model yields a net energy
loss of about (5 -- i0) × 1026 ergs/sec by outward conduction; this is
considerably larger than the radiative loss in the corona because the
corona is fully ionized and such loss must then proceed via an inefficient
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bremsstrahlung process (Zirin, 1957). We shall henceforth neglect
radiative effects.]
The origin of the high coronal temperature is not completely
understood, but it is generally agreed that mechanical motions
generated beneath the photosphere are responsible for heating of the
solar chromosphere and corona. Various wave modes are capable of pro-
pagating upward into the corona and heating mechanisms based on dissi-
pation of hydromagnetic (Ally@n) waves, acoustical shock waves and
internal gravity waves (slow, low frequency disturbances roughly analo-
gous to surface waves on water) have been considered as the principal
heat source. These mechanisms have one major feature in common; net
momentum as well as energy is transferred to the corona and it is
therefore logical that the restriction u = 0 should be abandoned.
In fact, the continuity equation in (III.i) shows that since
2
nur = constant , a finite streaming speed at one radius (say the
coronal base) implies u > 0 at all finite distances.
Parker's theory was not primarily motivated by consideration of
the conditions at the base, but by concepts associated with the ex-
pansion of the solar corona into the near vacuum of interstellar
space. If we imagine the hot atmosphere to be confined near the sun,
and then suddenly released, it seems reasonable to expect the final
flow pattern to be the one with the lowest asymptotic pressure. This
boundary conditions leads unambiguously to the solar wind solution.
The model considered first by Parker (1958) was based on several
simplifying assumptions. The observed scale heights, as determined
from ne(r) measurements, indicated no appreciable decrease in
coronal temperature out to (i0 - 20)R O , although the uncertainties
do become significant beyond about 8R O . Parker idealized these
observations as follows: it was assumed that the corona is iso-
thermal with temperature TO in a region between the base (r = a)
and a radius r = b (8R O < b < 20RO) , with an adiabatic temperature
distribution [T(r) = T(b)(n(r)/n(b) 2/3] beyond r = b . Since T(r)
is completely specified in terms of the density distribution, it is
not necessary to consider the energy equation. For a < r < b ,
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Eq. (Ill.l) yields
du G_mn
nmu_-_ + 2
r
2 2
nur = noUoa
dn
- KT0 _-_
, and therefore
n du 2nKT0
= + KT0 ---- +_u dr r
(111.7)
This may be rewritten as
i _ _ __KT01d (mu 2)
mu U_
2KT 0 GM0m
= + (nl.8)
r 2
r
and the general solution can then readily be obtained,
mu2(r)
2 2 - GMom - + KT0 _ u(a)a2 0
u(r)r 2
(III.9)
The initial discussion of the general solution is best carried out
by examining the differential equation, (III.8). It is clear that a
singular point occurs at the radius rc = __GM_m/2KT0 , since both sides
of (111.8) must vanish there. If mu2 and d(mu2)/dr remain finite,
then at r = r0 , we must have mu2(r0 ) = KT 0 or d(mu2)/dr = 0 .
Parker drew attention to the first of these possibilities. Near
the coronal base the kinetic energy is small, but if d(mu2)/dr remains
finite in the isothermal region, it can be seen that the flow becomes
supersonic near r = r° (actually, the sound speed is (KT0/m)I/2 , if
T is constant , and --mu2(r) continues to climb until r = b In
order to evaluate u(b) , Eq. (111.9) can be rewritten in terms of
the values at b and r ,
c
I i 2
mu2(b) : _ mu (rc) +
GMom GMom u(b)b 2
+ KTo_
b re U(rc)rc 2
u(b)b 2 GMom 3 KT0
= KTo_ +
U(rc)r _ b 2
(III.i0)
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and it follows that an approximate solution for large u(b) is
2)l 2(b) __ +  T0© + ...-_ mu _. 2KTo _. br mu
c
(Ill.ll)
Let us consider some simple numerical examples. If TO = 1.5 × 106°K ,
then rc = 2.67 R and u(r ) = 155 km/sec . At r = b the velocity is
multiplied by 2(_b/rc )I/2c and b = 5r c = 13.2 R yields
u(b) = 500 km/sec . However, r = a may also be chosen as a reference
point and assuming u(a) << u(r) , we find
2
u(a)a2- _ u(r)r exp [- (2rc/a- 3/2)] (III.12)
For a = 1.06 RO , the exponent is 3.5 and u(a) _ 30 km/sec . Thus,
in the isothermal region, the coronal fluid is accelerated from a speed
of 30 km/sec at the base, through the sonic transition, to a speed of
500 km/sec at r = b = 13 RO •
Before going on to discuss the subsequent flow in the adiabatic
region, let us briefly examine the other solutions to (111.9), (III.i0).
We shall refer to the critical solution just described as the solar wind
solution, and a natural question has to do with the behavior of the fluid
if u(a) > u (solar wind, a) . In this case, it turms out that no
physical solution is possible, since mu2(r) soon turns back toward
r = a as d(mu2)/dr becomes infinite near r This is shown in Fig.
c
3. All other cases have u(a) < u (solar wind, a) and at r = r they
c
have d(mu2)/dr = 0 , mu2(rc ) < KTO . Thus, these are completely _ub-
sonic, and as illustrated in Fig. 3, the velocity begins to fall again
beyond r = r .
c
Since
value for
gives
and with the above base parameters u(b) < 20 km/sec
mu2(rc ) < KT 0 for these solutions, the largest possible
u(b) can be found using (III.i0) with mu2(rc ) = KT 0 ; this
(III.13)
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In the adiabatic region beyond
and the law p ~ n5/3 yield
!
u2(r) T 3 (r) = u2(b) T_ (b41r 4)
r = b , the continuity equation
(III.14)
and the remaining momentum equation can be written in several convenient
forms. Since
ld nS/3=2n-1/3 dn_ 5 d n2/3 , (III.15)
n dr 3 dr 2 dr
it is easy to show that the second equation in (III.i) is equivalent to
2 5 GM0m
-_-mu+ _ KT r - E (III.16)
where E is a constant of motion for adiabatic flow. However (111.14)
and (111.15) can also be combined to recast the momentum equation in a
form similar to that of Eq. (111.8),
i - 53mu2] dr (mu2) -
i0 KT GMom
3 r 2
r
(III. 17 )
The last expression suggests the possibility that a sonic transition
might occur even in the adiabatic region. That is, at r' = 0.3 GM, m/KT
c
2
it appears possible that we might have mu = 5 KT/3 so that u would
again increase smoothly past (KT/m) I/2" • _ven for _- "slow" o_,_+_n_
of (111.13). However, this possibility is not a real one; Eq. (111.16)
shows that such a transition requires E = 0 , and in this singular
2 -i
case mu , mT must both vary as r , so that one variable cannot
decrease faster than the other. We conclude that in the adiabatic
region the flow remains subsonic or supersonic, and Eqs. (111.14), (111.15)
{
then yield the appropriate solutions. The constant E is given by
E = (1/2) mu2(b) + (5/2) KT 0 - GMom/b and thus as r -+_ , the solar
wind streaming energy tends to
1 2( b 5
mu r) -+2roT0 _--r + -2 l<T0 b (III.18)
C
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r-4 _ -2with T(r) -+ /_ , n(r) -+r On the other hand, the slow solutions
-2 n(r) -+n > 0have asymptotic fo1_ms with KT -+ 2E/5 , u(r) -_ r , m .
Parker observed that only the solar wind solution has an asymptotic
pressure which vanishes (p(r) -+r -I0/3) and he therefore argued that
Z
the solar wind is inevitable. Actually, as pointed out by Chamberlaim
(1960), this statement requires some qualification. When E = 0 ,
u -_r -I/2/ , n -+r -3/2 and p -+r -5/2 as r -_ . This type of flow
also satisfies the "stability condition," p(m) = 0 , and Chamberlain
referred to this as a "solar breeze." The predictions of the two models
are quite different. At the earth, the solar wind flow speed is on the
order of 500 -- 600 km/sec , while the breeze type of solution has
u(l A.U.) = 20 km/sec Of course, just as in our treatment of
Chapman's model, nonlinear corrections can be inserted to bring p(_)
to zero for all cases, and as we shall see, when heat conduction terms
are inserted, all possible flow patterns can actually be supersonic at
r = m . Thus, in a technical sense, a solar wind is indeed inevitable_
if this is taken to refer to the supersonic flow at infinity. However,
if we restrict the term "solar wind" to refer only to a solution of the
type shown in Fig. 3, with a sonic transition near the coronal base,
then Parker's original contention remains valid; at any large but not
astronomical distance from the sun, the solar wind flow is the one with
the lowest pressure. To the extent that an asymptotic pressure relation
governs the flow pattern, a solar wind is therefore inevitable. (This
-_ .....+ _bould not be taken to imply universal agreement that the
pressure distribution at large distances does indeed dete_ine the
flow. We shall return to this point later.)
The supersonic and subsonic solutions are quite similar below
r = r , but the velocity distributions beyond r are very different,
c c
2
and since nur = constant, the predicted density profiles are also
distinct. For instance, if u(l.O6 R )= 30 km/sec ,
n(l.06 R ) = 2n ~3×108 cm -3 , then at i A.U. = 214R ,
e
50 cm -3 if u(l A.U.) = 550 k_sec , but n = 1500 cm 3 if
_e e
u(l A.U.) = 18 km/sec . The most direct way to verify that the corona
is in the solar wind state is to measure u(l A.U.) , ne(l A.U.) , and
recent plasma probe measurements do yield densities and velocities which are
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very muchcloser to Parker's predictions than to the values associated
with any of the subsonic solutions. However, even before such plasma
measurementswere made, it was possible to rule out the subsonic
solutions using observational evidence. Since u(r) increases mono-
tonically for the solar wind, me(r) falls smoothly as (ur2) -I ,
but if u is subsonic, it rapidly decreases beyond r , and thec
resultant density curve develops a "knee," as shownin Fig. 4.
Although such comparisons were not madeuntil recently, the observed
ne(r ) curve is certainly smooth and in muchbetter agreement with
the simple solar wind prediction than with any of the others.
Parker also discussed the physical origin of the solar wind. He
noted that the driving mechanismis the pressure gradient in the
approximately isothermal base, and he pointed out that the entire
process is analogous to the expansion of gas from high pressure through
a Laval nozzle into a vacuum. In Parker's words_ "the gravitational
field plays the role of the throat in the nozzle, making possible the
transition from subsonic to supersonic flow."
111.3. Conductive Heating of the Solar Wind
In Parker's solar wind model it is necessary to assumethat the
temperature remains high in a large base region in order to have pressure
gradients strong enoughto generate the transition to supersonic flow.
The physical origin of the large temperature was indirectly investigated
by Parker (1960), who solved the momentumequation for an effective
equation of state, p _ n , with the polytrope index_ _ , varying
between unity (isothermal flow) and 5/3 (adiabatic flow) to account
for different energy sources. However, it was suggested (Chamberlain,
1960) that no reasonable heat source from the solar interior could have
the magnitude required and also possess the spatial variation necessary
to maintain such a large approximately isothermal region in the presence
of fast expansion (see also Noble and Scarf, 1962). Chamberlain there-
fore emphasizedthe possibility that the solar breeze solution was the
appropriate one.
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We now know that this conclusion is incorrect; nevertheless, a
valuable new concept of the coronal energy balance evolved during this
examination of a slowly streaming corona. Chamberlain (1961) assumed
that the "external" heat source penetrates only into a thin shell near
the coronal base; beyond this shell he reintroduced in the energy
equation the thermal ccaduction term which Chapman had already shown to
be important for a static corona. The equations to be solved are then
those displayed in (III.i). The energy equation may be written as
- .
-- • (u.V)p + _ q 0 (111.19)2
and this can be further simplified by evaluating
momentum equation
(u.V)p d-?- nu
(_'_)p using the
so that (111.19) becomes
5 1 d (n_.Tur2 nmu du 2 d (__) i d (r2k dT )2 2 r ) +--2- -7- - nu_-_ - 2 r -r = 0
r r
(iii.2o)
The final simplification follows when (111.20) is multiplied by
r2 nur 2 2(nu) -I = /( ) ; since nur = c is constant, the differential
equation can be integrated immediately, and we find
2 GMommu r2k(T) dT
KT + -- = E (III.21)
2-- 2 r c dr
where E is a new constant of motion. For variable temperature the
momentum equation becomes
2 dr 2 -7- - dr
mu r
Chamberlain solved these two equations numerically for the solar
-i 2 -i
breeze case with E = 0 . Again he found T -_r , mu -+r as
r -*_ and very moderate streaming speeds were predicted near the earth.
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In the coronal base region (i < r/Ro_ 20) , "fair" agreement between
the predicted and observed electron density distributions was found, but
this cameabout only if k(T) , the thermal conduction coefficient for
ionized hydrogen, was arbitrarily reduced by a factor of 8 • (For
E = 0 the humpin the u(r) distribution is very gentle and no pronounced
"knee" in the ne(r ) curve results.) Although Ch_mberlain's slow
solutions to these equations again resemble evaporation rather than the
solar wind, it becameclear that the correct thermal conduction term is
of great importance, even in the presen'ce of streaming. Parker (1962)
speculated that thermal conduction alone could transfer heat over a
sufficient distance to account for the presence of a nearly isothermal
region in the case of fast expansion.
Various analytical treatments were carried out in order to assess
the validity of this conjecture. De Jaeger (1962) inserted the Chapman
/
r-2/7 termperature distribution into the momentum equation and investi-
gated the streaming. Parker (1963) showed that this procedure is correct
only in the zero density limit, and he studied finite density corrections
by analytical techniques. It should be clear, however, that the non-
linear set of coupled equations for u(r) , T(r) [Eqs. (III.21,22)S
is sufficiently complex so that numerical techniques are needed.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the numerical integration of
(III.21), (III.22), it is useful, however, to discuss some general
properties of the equations.
The momentum equation shows that the "sonlc"transition (more
2 _c )precisely, the poi_ mu c =
___om2KTcd : 2 r
r r c
c c
occurs when
(III.23)
and thus the crossover radius and
GMom GMemk(Tc)
E = 3KT +
c r c
C
crossover temperature are related by
2_Tck(Tc)r c
(ni.24)
C
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This expression indicates that there are two types of solution.
r
o
If
is sufficiently small, then a crossover near the sun occurs and
G_(T c)/c- E + BKTc
rc = GMom + ... (111.25)
This is the solar wind case with large streaming speeds near the earth.
However, a transition at a very great distance from the sun is also
possible. In this case
GM_k(Tc)/c- E + 3KTo
rc = 2KTck(Tc)/c + .... (111.26)
The distant sonic transition occurs for the analog of the completely
subsonic solutions discussed in the original Parker model. When thermal
conduction is included, the gas continues to cool as it slowly coasts
away from the sun. Ultimately, the thermal energy drops below the
drift energy, and the flow becomes supersonic, no matter how slowly the
gas is flowing. In fact, if we regard the solar breeze as a singular
limit in which the sonic transition occurs at infinity, then it can be
stated that supersonic flow and zero asymptotic pressure are indeed
inevitable. Of course, this discussion is based on the incorrect
idealization that the fluid equations are actually valid everywhere,
but we insert this digression to indicate again that the role of a
strict as_nptot!c pressure condition in determining the steady flow
pattern is quite weak.
Study of the asymptotic behavior of Eqs. (III.21), (111.22)
also shows that all physical solutions are supersonic at infinity,
regardless of their behavior near the sun. If T(r) -*0 _ as r -_ _ ,
then
mu dT_+E
2 c dr
and the general solution (Parker, 1964; Scarf and Noble, 1965) has
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mu2(r) -+2(E- KToA _71217) + 2GM@m _ 16KT(r) + ...
r
(xIl.zT)
+T(r) -+ _ TO \_-_0V
with A(To) = (2k(To) G_K_oC ) , where TO is an arbitrary reference
temperature and a is an arbitrary dimensionless constant. In this case,
the conductive term contributes everywhere and as r -*® , T(r) tends
to the Chapman distribution. Recently, Whang and Chang (1965) pointed
out that another special asymptotic behavior is possible. If the fluid
arrives at infinity with only kinetic energy, then
mu2(r) -+2E + 12KT(r)+ ...
"_ e . •
(111.28)
_35GMomh215
Both of these correspond to supersonic flow, and it is therefore of
interest to inquire whether the equations with thermal conduction also
allow subsonic solutions with T -+T(_) > O , u(r) -+0 , p -+p(-) > O
as inthe adiabatic case. The answer is in the negative. Although it
is possible to find a solution with T(r) -+T(_) > 0 , the corresponding
velocity distribution is not only unphysical, but supersonic, with
u2(r) becoming infinite as _(G_m/KTor)_ . (There is actually another
formal but unphysical solution to Eqs. (111.21), (111.22). This has
T(_) -+0 at a finite radius.) Thus, when the thermal conduction is
included, supersonic flow with p(r) -+0 , r _m arises for any finite
value for E .
We are interested in the numerical solution of Eqs. (III.21), (III.22)
which corresponds to the solar wind, with a sonic transition near the
coronal base. In this case, it is preferable to integrate from the earth
to the sun for an initial numerical search. This is so because the
precise location of the crossover is not known until an integration is
performed, and the outer boundaryof the thin coronal "heating shell" has
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not yet been determined. The first treatment of this problem was
described by Noble and Scarf (1963). It was assumed that at the earth
the solar wind streaming speed, temperature and total density are
352 km/sec , 2 × I05°K and 6.75/cm -3 , respectively. A 90_ hydrogen-
109 helium admixture was also assumed, yielding m = 0.62 m (proton)
The equations were then integrated numerically on an IBM 7090 computer.
The only quantity not known or assumed initially was the value of
(dT/dr) at the earth. Instead, a search procedure was performed by
varying (dT/dr) to find the value at r = 213RQ which would lead to
2
mu -+KT for some radius in the inner corona. Figure 5 shows the
of integrations. Here _k = mu2/KTo ,initial results of this series
! =
T = T/TO , X = GMom/KTo r and TI dT/dX at r = 213R O . (For
TO = 2 × I06°K , the earth is at XI = 0.027 , the coronal base is at
N 6 , and the dimensionless parameter A = (2GMomk(To)/_2ToC) is nearX
400 .) It can be seen that as we approach the sun (i.e., as X
increases)_ the temperature rises and the kinetic energy falls, so that
2
mu -+KT near 5.2R O (Xe -_ 1.36) However, all solutions shown in
Fig. 5 are actually unphysical. The derivative d(mu2)/dr either
2
vanishes or becomes infinite and the point mu = KT , 0 < d_mu2j/dr''- <
is never reached.
This is a common difficulty with numerical integration across a
2
singularity or saddle point such as the crossover at mu = KT ; it
is impossible to specify the initial conditions with sufficient numerical
accuracy to avoid the unwanted solutions, but it is possible to use the
results of Fig. 5 for interpolation and in the neighborhood of the
singularity a power series expansion
¢ = • + a(X - _ ) + ...
c c
i 0 c)2
- 2T
T -- T + .(X - X .)+ b(X - X + ...
c X c
can be used to integrate across the transition into the subsonic lower
corona. The final result for this case is shown in Fig. 6. As r -_R@ ,
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IO6OK 2
T -+i and hence T -+T O = 2 × , while mu (r) drops rapidly.
This first integration yields a very promising set of temperature
and velocity profiles aud in subsequent investigations an attempt was
made to find the best fit to the observed coronal density profile. Some
results reported by Scarf and Noble (1965) are shown in Fig. 7. The
parameters TO and A were varied and ne(r ) was computed for each
2
case using nur = c The observed densities [references are given by
Noble and Scarf (1963)] are not reliable in the outer corona (they are
probably too high in the region IOR < r < 20Ro). Thus_ the striking
agreement between theory (A = i00 , TO = 1.5 x 106°K) and observation
in the inner corona3 2R O < r < 10R O is quite impressive. Some detailed
properties of this best fit solution are listed in Table III.i; near the
earth this corresponds to n = n. _ 5 cm -3 , u _ 300 km/sec
e i
These numerical solutions do not answer all questions about coronal
flow. Below (2 - 2.5)R O it appears impossible to reproduce the ne(r )
observations, and it seems clear that the simple model based on spherical
symmetry, no external heat source, negligible magnetic effects, etc.,
must become invalid. Nevertheless, these numerical investigations go a
long way toward "explaining" the origin of the solar wind. If conditions
in the coronal base are such that T(2Ro) is maintained near 1.5 × 106°K ,
with u(2_) _ 20 km/sec , then thermal conduction naturally produces a
very large region of high temperature so that the high pressure gradients
can accelerate the fluid to yield the solar wind. Of course, these
solutions only indicate the possibility of a solarlwind. The conductive
heating equations have other solutions that are subsonic everywhere near
the sun. Figure 8 shows how an extremely small change in _ = mu2/KT 0
near the base can convert the solar wind solution into a subsonic one.
Thus, the numerical investigation of Eqs. (111.21), (111.22) explains
how the corona can become a solar wind, but it cannot explain just why
this occurs.
111.4. The Solar Magnetic Field
Solar magnetograms reveal a complex magnetic structure in the
photosphere, and by examining the orientations of coronal streamers and
- 51-
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TABLEIII. i
Solution of conductive heating equations for A = i00 , TO = 1.5 × I06°K ,
m = 0.62 m (proton) The sonic crossover occurs at r = 7.2P_9.
r/R G u(km/sec) ne(Cm-3) I T(°K)
2 18.4 2.03 x 106
1.02 x 105
1.47 x 106
i.03 x 1064.5 22.4
6.8 105 3.09 x 104 8.89 x 105
7.2 Ii0 2.62 x 104 8.73 x 105
,i
I0 146 1.02 x 104 7.92 x 105
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respectively. These solution_ lZZust_te the instability of the idea3_tzed
model which hAS no viscous or magnetic correc%ions.
111.4. The Solar Magnetic Field
Solar magnetograms reveal a complex magnetic structure in the
photosphere, and by examining the orientations of coronal streamers and
density irregularities, it can be concluded that a similar configuration
exists in the coronal base region. The most important aspect of this
structure concerns the relatively weak but well-ordered general field
which has a magnitude of about one gauss near the photosphere. This
field is nearly radial at r _ i R_ , and it appears to have opposite
polarities in northern and southern latitudes.
If the solar atmosphere were not a streaming fully ionized gas, one
might expect the general field to fall off as r-3 , representing a
magnetic dipole. If this were so, the magnitude at i A.U. would be
about 10 -7 gauss 10 -2
= 7 However, the streaming solar wind drastically
modifies any such dipole-like behavior and the final configuration is
completely determined by the hydrodynamic properties of the plasma.
As a first approximation, let us turn to the mhd conditions
discussed in Chapter II. If j is bounded and _ is small, then
+ u × c) must vanish. However in a frame of reference in which
the sun is at rest, there is no source of electric field, and hence
u x B must be zero, so that u is parallel to B . Suppose that we
also consider a hypothetical sun which does not rotate. For this case,
purely radial streaming is quite natural, and thus B = B i will
rr
satisfy the mhd condition. However, _.B = ±-2d"-k± _r j/dr _.........+ _l_
vanish, so that B = B0 (e'¢)(a2/r2)_r represents a possible solar
magnetic field distribution. Near i A.U. , this would give
B _ 2.5 x 10 -5 gauss = 2.57 •
Thus far, the magnetic pressure gradient terms associated with
j X B/c have been neglected in the momentum conservation equation,
and now that a possible field configuration is at hand, it is necessary
to examine the self-consistency of this approximation. To this end,
we have tabulated in Table 111.2 the thermal and kinetic energy
densities [n , u , T taken from Table III.i] , in order to compare
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TABLE 111.2 ENERGY DENSITIES (ergs/cm 3)
L
r/R O mKT nmu 2 B2/8_
2 4.1 x 10 -4 7.1 × 10 -6 2.5 × 10 -3
4.5 1.45 x lO -5 5.7 x lO -6 9.5 x lO -5
3.8 × lO.6 3.58 x lO-66.8 1.9 × lO-5
7.2 3.14 × lO-6 3.53 × lO-6 1.48 × lO-5
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them with the magnetic energy density, B2/8_. = B_a4/Svrr4P The table
is constructed using B0 = i gauss , a = R O .
It can be seen that the magnetic energy density is considerably
larger than the mechanical energy density throughout the inner corona.
[The two become equal near I0 R_ ; beyond this point B2
_ 4
~ r and
2 -2
nu ~ u(r)r , so that _ = Emech/Emag rapidly becomes small.] Thus,
the existence of the magnetic pressure gradient term
FB = - _ +---4--_ (111.29)
cannot be ignored on numerical grounds for r < i0 RQ . However, if
: B0(8,¢)_r(a2/r2 ) as assumed above, then it is easy to see that the
magnetic force term has no radial component, so that the radial momentum
equation needs no modification. On the other hand, Eq. (111.29) gener-
ally does yield finite forces in the 8 and ¢ directions,
4 _B_
(}B)° = a8_r5 _
4
-_ _ a
(FB)_ : 8_r 5 sin e _- '
since the anticipated variation in B0 (to account for the north-south
polarity reversal, for instance) implies js,j ¢ _ 0 This means that
our assumption of spherical s_m_try cannot be strictly valid, and
unless B0 is constant, a three dimensional circulation must be con-
sidered. This type of complication has not yet been treated in any
detail. It is generally anticipated that the space averaged values of
js,j¢ will vanish, so that the assumption of spherical symmetry remains
valid for the mean flow pattern, but in view of the magnitudes shown in
Table 111.2, it is clear that major deviations from the simple model
might be possible.
In fact_ the expression B = B i is seriously in error for
r r
another reason. The sun, which is the source of the solar field, is not
at rest; but at the equator it undergoes one rotation every 24.7 days
(T = 27 as seen by an observer on the moving earth. Furthermore, the
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sun does not rotate as a rigid body. Its period is 24.7 days at the
equator, and nearly 30 days at the poles). This rotation has several
serious consequences. The plasma does not start from the sun with
u = u i but it is spun off with a finite angular momentum. Moreover,
rr
an inertial observer sees a rotating magnet and this means that in an
inertial frame of reference a unipolar electric field must exist.
The correct treatment of these complications was indicated by
Parker in his original solar wind paper. As r -+_ , the mechanical
flow velocity must become purely radial_ in an appropriate non-rotating
inertial frame. This means that if we were to transform to a rotatiug
(primed) frame fixed to the suu, u_ would tend to _r sin @ as
r -+_ , where _ = 2.94 × 10 -6 rad/sec . However, in this rotating
' must vanish at the coronal base (r = a) since the plasma
frame u_
is ejected radially. Thus, the flow pattern in the rotating frame may
be of the form
u I : U _r]
r r
!
u 8 : 0 (III.30)
u' : _(r - F(r)) sin
¢
with F(a) = a , F(r) << r , r -+_ It is convenient to start in
the rotating frame for another reason. If the source of the magnetic
field is fixed with respect to the observer, then there is again no
source of electric field, and the mhd approximation again requires
u' ×B:O , or
u' B' = u' B'
¢r r _
For an axially symmetric field with
(r) and the function F(r)B in terms of u r
fi nd
B'(r,8)=r B0(a'o)(a_2)
B (r,e):
_[r-F(r)] sin e Bo(a,e)a2
ur ( r ) r 2
' = 0 this completely specifiesB 8
Since V.B = 0 , we
(zzZ.3l)
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oThe field and flow configuration is shown in Fig. 9. If
B' = i gauss at r = a = 1.06 R O and u(l A.U.) _ 400 _n/sec , then
B' _ 2.5 X 10 -5 gauss , B' 2.7 × 10 -5 gauss at the earth (assuming
r
F(r) << r at r = i A.U.)
It remains to transform Eqs. (III.30), (111.31) into an inertial
system to facilitate comparison with observations. To order u_/c
we use
u¢ = u'¢ - _r sin e
= B' , BB ± II= BT, (111.32)ii
_r sin e
= E' BI
¥ Note that non-relativistically B is an invariant, but since the source
of B rotates with respect to an inertial observer, this observer sees
the unipolar induction field E = - x c . The field arises to
maintain the Galilean invariance of the Lorentz force (E + (_ x B)/c) ,
and it allows the stream to drift across the transverse component of the
field B with the appropriate local speed. The final equations in the
inertial frame are
u_(r) = - _F(r) sin e
B tr,_j _,vjr = % \r/
sin e %(a,e)a 2
B¢(r,O) : r2Ur(r )
Eo(r) =- 2r sin @ Bo(a,0)(_) 2
and the new configuration is shown in the bottom section of Fig. 9.
The function F(r) is inserted to account for the possibility that
the large magnetic pressure gradients may force the corona to corotate
with the sun in some complex fashion. If no corotation occurs, then
(III.32)
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F(r) is simply given by the fo_n needed to conserve angular momentum,
F(r) = a2/r , and this obviously satisfies F(a) = a , F(r) << r ,
r >> a Other semi-empirical expressions have been considered.
Parker (1958) discussed the case of strict corotation out to r = b
(F(r) = r , a < r < b ; F(r) = b2/r , r > b) with b _ 20 RO,
and other authors have suggested that corotation might occur out to
(5o - lO0)RO .
The magnetic pressure gradient terms are modified by the solar
rotation since Be no longer vanishes. The expression for (FB)r is
(FB) r = -]_ _-_ (B)
if azimuthal symmetry is assumed, and in the lower corona (r < i0 R_
this is to be compared with _(nKT)/_r We have seen that B_/$_
remains large to nKT in this region but this does not contribute to
the radial momentum equation. However,
B2 B 2
2[r - F(r)]]2 r
_= [ Ur(r) J 8-_
does appear in the radial equation and this could require considerable
modification of the flow. To examine this, we note that
B 2 _2 _ _, _ f_
_-_ < _ Boa -_ u
r u r
r
For the solar wind, u(r) increases smoothly and n(r) falls rapidly
so that even if corotation is ignored, _(B_/8_)/_r decreases rapidly
in the inner region where B < i . However, if we have "subsonic"
flow, then n(r) does not decrease so quickly beyond r , and u (r)
c r
becomes very small just beyond r (see Figs. 4 and 8). In this case,
c
the spiral field "wraps up" just beyond rc , and (FB)r is large, in
a region where the magnetic energy density still dominates. Thus, for
the slow solutions, ' the magnetic corrections must be extremely impor-
tant. While it has not been demonstrated that no self-consistent
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field-plasma configuration is possible, such a configuration would be
very different from the predictions of Eqs. (111.21) and (111.22) unless
the corona is in the solar wind state. The interaction of the rotating
corona with the distorted solar field is generally believed to be the
mechanismwhich insures that the streaming corona becomesa supersonic
solar wind.
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IV. INTERPLANETARY PLASMA AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS
In recent years it has become possible to make direct measurements
of the interplanetary plasma and magnetic field by sending instruments
aloft on probes or earth satellites with high apogee orbits. These
experiments are difficult to carry out and many gaps in our knowledge
remain. In this section the problems, the experimental techniques and
the observations will be summarized briefly.
IV.I. General Problems of Interplanetary Plasma Measurements
Many diagnostic techniques are available for use with the laboratory
plasma, but only a few of these have been applied in interplanetary space
because of the special difficulties _hich are encountered there.
Typical parameters anticipated for the solar wind at i A.U. are
u _ 400 km/sec , T.I _ Te _ 2 X 105°K , ne = n.m _ 5 cm -3 , and we will
use these numbers to discuss the magnitudes of the quantities to be
measured.
Let us first consider the ratio of thermal or random velocities
2 A2
to the flow speed, u . If KT e (i/2)mea , KT.I (i/2)mi , then
we find a = 2480 km/sec , A = 57 km/sec , so that A << u << a .
Thus, the ion stream is highly directed _hile the electrons are almost
isotropic. This disparity is even more striking when energies are
considered. The ion drift energy is 840 ev with KT i _ 17 ev .
The electrons also have KT _ 17 ev , but the drift or directed energy
is less than 0.5 ev .
Because of these differences, the proton and electron currents to
be measured are not the same. The proton current density in the wind
is primarily convective with
_ Pj_o) neUc
= 3 X 10 -12 esu2 _ 3 X I0-Ii amp2
cm cm
(iV.l)
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This is, of course, a very small directed current density and not easy
to measure under any circumstances. On the other hand, the isotropic
electrons in the solar wind can deliver a maximum current density on
the order of (Jastrow and Pearse, 1957)
j_O) ne
= c_a
-i0 amp
= 1.55 × lO
2
cm
(iv.2)
(Note that the convective part of Je is the same as (IV.I); Eq. (IV.2)
represents the current delivered to a conducting surface.)
Actually, these numbers represent an impossible current distribu-
tion, since in the steady state the net current delivered to the space-
craft must vanish. If these currents were the only ones present, more
electrons than protons would be acquired in any time period, and the
spacecraft would develop a negative potential, (-¢) This would
accelerate protons, reject the lower energy electrons, and balance the
two currents at the spacecraft surface, with
u' = e E dE exp ,
P _---_e _ KT KT (-E/KTe)
el e e
2 2
mu mu'
P P + ie¢i : P P
2 2
(Iv.3)
Since the proton drift energy is large compared to KT , it is
e
customarily assumed that the proton speed is almost unmodified by ¢ .
In this case, u' = u and ¢ is determined by solving the integral
P P
equation
e
dx xI/2 exp(-x) : u
p _KT 5.5
I/ e¢ KT e
This gives le¢I = (2 -- 3)KT e , showing that the high energy tail of
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the electron distribution is sufficient to balance the ion current,
so that only a fraction of the electrons arrive at the spacecraft, and
these have speeds which are strongly modified by the electric field,
E=-V¢.
The idealized potential distribution is given by Eq. (I.lO), if
the ion flux remains undistorted, and we then have a sheath region
surrounding the spacecraft with _ = - (2 -- 3)KT /e = - (40 -- 60) volts ,
and a radius on the order of _D : 6"9(Te/ne )1/2_= 28 meters . Thus,
it would appear to be very difficult to measure solar wind electrons;
although on the basis of the above discussion, no difficulties seem to
be present for proton measurements_ aside from the anticipated small
currents.
Actually, several other complications are present. The one which
is most well-understood is associated with the intense solar ultra-
violet flux which is capable of ejecting photoelectrons from the
spacecraft. Since the solar wind must be measured in sunlight, this
effect is always present, and it has been estimated (Bonetti, et al.,
1963) that the photoelectron current may be as large at 10 -8 amp/cm 2
(This depends to some extent on the nature of the spacecraft surface.)
The photoelectrons flow outward over the sunlit part of the spacecraft,
and the net inward positive current is then the sum of the proton
current and the photoelectron current. This effect tends to make the
spacecraft less negative and it may, in fact, acquire a net positive
Other uncertainties arise because active sources of spacecraft
potential bias may be present. Exposed wires in solar paddle circuits
may collect excess numbers of electrons, and gas jets for attitude
stabilization may produce varying charges by frictional electrification.
Finally; it seems likely that plasma oscillations in the ambient medium
can drastically perturb the sheath. The sheath size is a highly
nonlinear function of the spacecraft-plasma potential difference,
and therefore all of these effects can be quite significant.
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The difficulties associated with measurement of the solar plasma
can be summarized as follows:
(a) The anticipated proton current densities are extremely
small, and since strong photoelectron currents occur when
the probe looks at the sun (or solar wind), a serious source
of contamination is present.
(b) The electron current is certainly seriously modified by
sheath effects_ which are influenced by photoelectrons and
other sources of bias.
(c) Although the ion flux at the probe is not generally
expected to be strongly modified by sheath effects, the non-
linearity of the sheath and the possible existence of unknown
sources of sheath scattering, focusing, etc., degrade the
interpretation of these measurements.
Before turning to a discussion of the actual techniques and ob-
servations_ it is worth noting that the same ambiguities and compli-
cations must be taken into account when one wishes to describe the
interaction of the solar wind with any other boundary such as the
lunar surface, the magnetosphere boundary, or even the chromosphere.
In all of these cases_ large deviations from quasi-neutrality must
occur, and charge separation plays an important role in order to
balance the currents. In fact, Parker (1963) has recently noted that,
near the coronal base, separation of species with different values of
q/m can produce a significant amount of coronal heating.
IV.2. Techniques and Observations
One of the simplest instruments used to measure solar plasma
characteristics is a detector which might be called a retarding
potential analyzer, a two-element ion trap, or a Faraday cup. This
elementary configuration has a single retarding grid and a collector
plate, as shown in Fig. 10a. Since the instrument is physically small
compared to the Debye length, there is no difficulty in separating
electrons and protons by biasing the grid with respect to the space-
craft (i.e., the bias field is shielded as exp(-kDr ) , but this
6?
produces a negligible correction). When a potential VG _ -17 volts
is applied to the grid, all electrons are rejected and most ions enter
(the grid transmission is not i00_) with negligible energy shifts.
The collector is now biased positively with respect to the spacecraft,
2
but if Vc _ (i/2)mpU , the protons still strike the plate. The
retarding voltage V is then increased in some preassigned manner, and
c
2
when Vc approaches (i/2)mpU , the collector current begins to fall.
As V is increased further, only the high energy tail of the Maxwell
c
distribution contributes to the current, and the temperature may be
extracted from the J(Vc) curves, as shown in Fig. lOb.
The flux, J = nu = I/eA , where A is the effective collector
area, is actually the total flux+of all particles with u± _ (2eVc/mp)l/2
where Um is the component of u perpendicular to the retarding plate.
Thus, at any fixed Vc , this instrument yields an integral energy
spectrum, and if the beam comes in off-axis, or is hot, geometric
corrections are needed.
Actually_ such a simple configuration would have essentially no
chance of detecting the proton flux in the solar wind because of the
large current of photoelectrons generated when the solar ultraviolet
strikes the collector. To correct for this, a suppressor grid is
generally inserted between the entrance grid and the collector. When
this is biased at an appropriate negative voltage, most photoelectrons
are returned to the collector, yielding a much smaller net photo
current. However_ in this three-element ion trap_ solar radiation
reflected from the collector can strike the s_ppressor, and liberate
additional photoelectrons which then flow back to the collector. Three-
element ion traps of this type are thus capable of measuring solar
plasma_ but they are relatively insensitive with
J (threshold) _ (i - 2) x 108 pr0tons/cm 2 sec However the first
interplanetary plasma measurements on Lunik I, Lunik II, Lunik III,
and Venus I (see Table IV.I) were carried out with these instruments.
The Soviet observations are summarized by Bonetti, et al. (1963).
On Lunik II, a flux of positive ions with J _ 2 x 108/cm 2 sec ,
(i/2)mpU 2 _ 15 ev was found beyond r = 39 R (the probe wasEP e
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_entramce grid
-------_collector
Figure lOa. Two-Element lon Trap or Retarding Potemtial Analyzer
I
I
Ther i Tail
V i mpU 2c _ /e
Figure lOb. Current-Voltage Characteristic
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TABLE IV. i. INTERPLANETARY FIELD AND PLASMA EXPERIMENTS
Designation
Lunik I
Lunik II
Lunik III
Pioneer 5
Venus i
Explorer i0
Explorer 12
Mariner 2
Explorer 14
Explorer 18
(I_-l)
Vela 3,4
0GO-I
Launci_Datc Orbit
1-2-59 heliocentric
9-12-59 moon impact
i0-4-59
3-12-6o
2-12-61
3-25-61
8-15-62
8-26-62
10-2-62
11-26-631
7-17-64
9-4-64
barycentric
R = 291,000 miles
heliocentric
heliocentric
geocentric
!R = 145,000 miles
Igeocentric
IR=48,000 miles
heliocentric
geocentric
R=61,000 miles
geocentric
R=122,000 miles
geocentric
R=69,000 miles
geocentric
R=93,000 miles
Explorer 21 10-3-64 geocentric
R=59,000 miles
Complement
3 element
ion trap
3 element
ion trap
3 element
ion trap
search coil
magnetometer
3 element
ion trap
AC Cup
Rubidium vapol
filled flux-
igates
Analyzer
CdS detector
triaxial
fluxgate
Analyzer
triaxial
fluxgate
Analyzer
triaxial
f111_ate
AC Cup
Analyzer
ion trap
Rubldium_apor
Itilted flux-
gates
Analyzer
search coil
Analyzers
AC Cup
ion traps
Rubidium vapor
Same as
IMP-1
Comments
Insensitive
Insensitive, inter-
mittent response
Insensitive, inter-
mittent response
B i only
Same as Lunik I, II
Not interplanetary,
transition region
protons detected
Not interplanetary,
analyzer failed,
transition region
electrons detected
Attitude stabilized,
i00 7 spacecraft
field
Generally not inter-
planetary or transition
reRion
Conflicting plasma
results, magnetic bias
small
Large magnetic space-
craft bias, B onlyi
Rubidium vapor failed
to deploy, Bi only,
plasma results apparently
conflicting
Conflicting plasma
results, magnetic bias
small
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fired away from the sun and presumably did not emerge into interplanetary
space until r exceeded 30 R n) , and on Lunik III a single observa-
e
tion at r = 20 R (in the solar direction) revealed a flux of
e
4 x 108/cm 2 sec , E > 20 ev , but no flux above background was
P
detected thereafter. The probe on Venus I was apparently even less
sensitive (perhaps because this solar probe outgassed completely,
while the Lunik may not have, so that higher photon fluxes were
present) and the only plasma measurement reported was a burst of flux
with J _ 109/cm 2 sec at r = 297 R
e
The M.I.T. plasma probe (Bonetti, et al., 1963) designed for the
Explorer i0 flight is a device which resembles an ion trap, but
several important modifications are incorporated to suppress the
photocurrents and increase the sensitivity, with attainment of a
minimum detectable flux on the order of 4 >< 106/cm 2 sec The
instrument, usually called a Faraday cup, contains four grids and a
collector. The entrance grid is maintained at the spacecraft potential
and_ as before_ the final grid is maintained at a negative potential
(-130 volts) to reflect collector photoelectrons. The second or modu-
lator grid potential is varied by a square wave signal with a frequency
of 1400 eps Six different amplitudes were used for Explorer i0:
5 , 20 , 80 , 250 , 800 and 2300 volts.
The basic idea of the probe operation is that when the square
wave varies between 0 and, say, 800 volts, the ion current hitting
the collector varies between J(E I > 0 and _ J uu_ _v_
(assuming singly ionized particles only). Thus, the output current is
a constant [J(E I > 800 ev)] plus a square wave modulated signal
[J(800 ev > E± > 0)] By detecting and amplifying only the modulated
part of the current (using a filter or synchronous detector), only the
flux corresponding to the energy range 800 ev > El > 0 is recorded.
At the same time, the photocurrents are suppressed. The currents
generated in the collector-suppressor region are unmodulated and hence
filtered out. (To ensure this lack of modulation, the third grounded
grid is inserted between the modulator and suppressor; this reduces
capacitative coupling.) Photoelectrons generated before the suppressor
are rejected by the -130 volt bias.
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Unfortunately, the orbit of Explorer i0 was such that it
penetrated the transition region (see Fig. 2), but not interplanetary
space; although apogee was near 43 R , the satellite went out alonge
the evening magnetosphereboundary, and it had no solar paddles so that
only one pass was possible. Nevertheless, Explorer i0 did detect
plasma of solar origin, modified by the interaction with the distorted
geomagnetic field. The observed flux varied between threshold,
4 X 106/cm2 sec , and 3.5 X lO$/cm2 sec with a meanvalue near
1.5 X lO°/cm2_ sec ; the meanstre_ning energy seemedto be near
420 ev (u _ 285 Imm/sec) and the temperature ranged from
3 ;4I05°K to 8 _ I05°K .
The next spacecraft to carry plasma detectors was Explorer 12.
The payload included a cadmitmlsulfide (CdS) crystal energy flux
detector sensitive to energy fluxes exceeding i erg/cm2 sec ster
(electrons with E _ 200 ev , protons with E _ i key) , and an
electrostatic analyzer. The analyzer did not operate properly,
and the spacecraft never penetrated past the transition region
(see Table IV.I). However, in the transition region, the CdS
detector found large fluxes of electrons (J _ lolO/cm2 sec ,
E _ i kev) which presumably are produced by the interaction of
e
the solar wind with the geomagnetic field (Freeman, 1964).
The Mariner 2 spacecraft, launched into solar orbit on August 26,
1962, had on board a JPL electrostatic proton analyzer, which gave
the first strong and direct evidence for the existence of a continuous
solar wind. This type of instrument differs considerably from the ion
trap, and a typical configuration (for IMP-l) is shown in Fig. ii.
The streaming plasma enters in the small slit (A = 0.5 -- i cm 2) ,
and a voltage, Va , is maintained across the analyzer plates. The
quantity V is then varied in some predetermined manner, and the
a
positive ion current to the collector is recorded as a function of
Va Only a charged particle with E = q Va ± (_E/2) will follow
the curved path between the analyzer plates, and thus the detector
inherently gives a differential energy spectrum. Sensitivity to solar
ultraviolet is eliminated by blackening the analyzer plates, and
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sometimes a negative suppressor grid is inserted before the collector.
These instruments typically have sensitivity ranges from 3 × 105 to
lol0/cm 2 sec , over an energy range from 250 ev to about 20 kev.
A disadvantage of a single channel analyzer is that whenlimited
telemetry is available, it is impractical to have enough energy windows
to cover completely the energy spectrum in a reasonable time. Since the
windowwidth, _E, is generally on the order of 6 - i0_ of E for
fixed V , the measurementsare therefore customarily performed witha
wide gaps between energy windows.
Thus, the Mariner 2 analyzer only measuredpositive ions with
E/q = 231 , 346 , 516 , 751 , 1124 , 1664 , 2476 , 3688 ,
5408 and 8224 electron volts. Furthermore, Mariner 2 was attitude
stabilized and the 40,000 energy spectra obtained were all essentially
one dimensional, with the probe pointing within 0.i ° of the sun.
Aberration corrections have been applied and an attempt was madeto sort
out the doubly charged alpha particles (E = 2eV ) from the high
a
energy tail of the singly charged proton distribution. It was concluded
(Snyder, Neugebauer and Rao, 1963) that the solar wind is always
present with 300 km/sec < u < 800 km/sec . The measured currents were
generally consistent with densities ranging from 0.5 to lO/cm 3 , and
the one dimensional temperature varied from 6 x 104°K to 5 x 105°K
for 90_ of the spectra. The Mariner 2 data also show that long-lived
activity centers on the sun (M-regions) are associated with recurrent
increases in streaming speed.
The Mariner plasma experiment was definitive in the sense that it
confirmed the existence of a continuous solar wind, yet the measurements
were really rather incomplete with respect to the energy spectrum, etc.
When an analyzer with a narrow aperture and wide energy gaps is used to
determine the characteristics of a cool streaming ion current, it may
happen that the narrow peak will fall outside of any window, so that
only currents near background (I _ lO -13 -- lO -14 amp or
J _ lO 5 106/cm 2
- sec) associated with the tail of the distribution,
are detected. It is scarcely better if the narrow peak falls near a
window, since any small fluctuation in I_I then causes the current
to rise or fall exponentially; this is especially serious for an
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Pattitude stabilized spacecraft because an angular fluctuation can also
produce large current changes. Furthermore, it is necessary to assm_e
a value of u in order to compute the aberration correction, which
must then be related to the observed spectrum in a self-consistemt
manner. For the Mariner 2 experiment, this analysis was complicated
by the choice of energy windows. That is, windows were not set at
VI _ 2V I _ V 2 , 2V2 , ... , and it was therefore difficult to detect
protons with V = Ep/e and alpha particles having the same speed, or
V' = E/q_ = 2Ep/e
For these reasons, the pioneering measurements on Mariner 2 were
difficult to analyze, and many questions remained to be answered. It
is therefore of considerable interest to examine data from subsequent
experiments. The next spacecraft to be launched with a plasma probe
was Explorer 14 (see Table IV.I). Although apogee was 16.5 R , the
e
initial line of apsides made an angle of 72 ° with respect to the
sun-earth line on the dawn side of the earth, and the apogee position
steadily precessed around toward the geomagnetic tail. Thus, the
spacecraft generally did not encounter solar, or even transition region,
plasma.
However, on the fourth outbound orbit (October 7-8, 1962), the
earth encountered a storm previously detected on Mariner 2, and for a
period of 27 minutes, the NASA-Ames electrostatic analyzer (Wolfe
and Silva, 1965) measured the characteristics of the interplanetary
plasma. The data are particularly interesting fo__ several reasons.
First, Explorer 14 was spin stabilized and crude angular information
was obtained. Second, a logarithmically decreasing voltage was
applied across the analyzer plates so that the instrument continuously
covered the energy range from 18,000 down to 200 ev/unit charge
with a cycle time of about three minutes (energy resolution ~ i0_).
Since the sweep period was not an exact integral multiple of the spin
period_ the streaming plasma was not observed at precisely the same
window on successive sweeps_ and this allowed the gaps between the
windows to be filled in. Finally, this same storm was observed on
Mariner 2 some 4 -- 5 hours earlier, and it therefore was possible
to have an independent check on Mariner data reduction techniques.
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The Explorer 14 interplanetary spectrum for eight energy scans
is shown in Fig. 12. The plasma came from the solar direction, and
assuming that the primary peak at i000 ev is due to protons alone,
the resulting storm density is 94.1 protons/cm 3 , with u = 437 km/sec
If the secondary peak at 2000 ev is primarily due to doubly charged
helium with the same bulk velocity, then the resultant density is
8 7 alphas/cm 3• , and the helium to hydrogen ratio is 0.092 . The
corresponding Mariner 2 spectrum is quite similar.
The next spacecraft which carried plasma probes into interplanetary
space was unique in several respects. Explorer 18, or IMP-l, was
launched in November, 1963, with a four-day orbit having initial
apogee at 31.5 R near the subsolar point• Thus the spacecraft
e
initially spent most of its time in interplanetary space, and there was
at least some interplanetary penetration until pass 24, three months
after launch. Moreover, the payload included both a NASA-Ames
electrostatic analyzer with 14 energy windows (250 ev to 16 kev;
AE/E ~ 6 -- 9¢ ; J • _ 3 x 105/cm 2 sec) and an M.I.T. Faraday cup
mln
with six windows (45 ev to 5.4 kev, for protons in five channels
plus a 65 - 210 ev electron channel, J . = 6 x 106/cm 2 sec)
mln
Both probes were modified versions of the earlier Explorer detectors.
Because of limited IMP telemetry, the analyzer angular scan was
quantized into three roughly equal segments, with sector 2 centered
on the solar direction and the boundary between sectors i and 3 in the
antisolar direction. The cup modulation differed fz-olnthe Explorer !0
format in that the square wave was varied from VI to V2 (instead of
0 to V) in order to obtain J(V 2 > eE > VI) The positive ion
channels were 45 - 105 ev , 95 -- 235 ev , 220 -- 640 ev , 560 - 2000 ev
and 1700 -- 5400 ev and the electrons and positive ions were collected on
separate segments of a split plate. For the analyzer, the complete
energy scan in a single angular sector took 36.5 seconds, but a complete
energy and angular span cycle required five minutes and 28 seconds.
However, for the cup an angular distribution in one energy channel
required only about 3.5 sec , but the complete energy scan required
2.8 minutes (Wolfe, Silva and Meyers, 1965; Bridge, Egidi, Lazarus,
Lyon and Jacobson, 1964).
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yThe reason for going into this much detail about the instrumentation
is quite simple; the data from the two plasma probes do not agree.
Although the extent of the disagreement is quite moderate in inter-
planetary space (compared to the violent conflict in the transition
region and magnetosphere, which will be discussed later)_ the differences
are nevertheless striking and undoubtedly significant. The average solar
wind velocity as determined by the IMP-I analyzer was 378 km/sec , while
the cup average was 319 km/sec . Moreover, the two groups report dif-
ferent ranges of variability. The M.I.T. probe indicated
250 l_m/sec _ u _ 440 km/sec as typical values, while the analyzer yields
250 km/sec _ u _ 700 -- 800 imm/sec . Finally, the densities derived from
the cup response are consistently higher than the indicated analyzer
densities.
The origin of this discrepancy is not known at present. Since the
probes agree when calibrated in the laboratory, it seems clear that
some spacecraft sheath or external interference effect in interplanetary
space causes a wide aperture AC probe and a narrow aperture DC probe
to respond differently when exposed to the same plasma. It is not diffi-
cult to think of specific phenomena which could contaminate one probe or
the other (e.g. a large amplitude density ripple associated with electro-
static plasma oscillations via Poisson's equation could broaden the
effective cup window if the wave frequency were near 1.4 kc/s) but it
is dangerous to speculate on the bias mechanism in the absence of any
additional info_ation. This discrepancy is presently a source of
serious concern and various laboratory and spacecraft experiments are
planned to analyze the difficulty.
The fact that the two kinds of probes disagree was confirmed upon
launch of IMP-2 (Explorer 21). Although apogee was less than that of
Explorer 14, the line of apsides was initially in the solar direction
and the solar wind conditions apparently produced a smaller magneto-
sphere and transition region while IMP-2 was aloft. At any rate, during
the first 25 passes, IMP-2 generally penetrated interplanetary space
for part of the orbit. The payload contained somewhat modified versions
of the IMP-I probes, and again the cup and analyzer yielded different
results.
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rDuring this time interval, the second launch Vela probes were also
in orbit, and each of these carried a Los Alamos electrostatic analyzer.
One of these usually operates in an electron mode while the other detects
positive ions. No solar wind electrons have been detected to date,
but this is not surprising in view of the sheath difficulties discussed
earlier, and high energy windows. However, in the proton mode the Vela
analyzer obtains both energy and angular distributions and these can be
compared with the interplanetary observations on IMP-2. It is of
considerable importance to make this comparison, since the Vela and
IMP-2 experiments are carried out under quite different conditions. In
particular, the spacecraft are not the same size and shape, and the
surfaces are not of the same material. Thus, if sheath effects produce
the discrepancies, then the Vela and IMP analyzers should perhaps
require distinct corrections. Secondly, the spin axes of the two
spacecraft are not the same so that any needed geometrical corrections
should differ. Finally, the IMP and Vela analyzers have different time
constants, different cycling periods, different energy windows and
ranges, and even different detection techniques (current measurement
for l_Pversus particle counting for Vela). Thus, agreement between the
Vela and IMP analyzer response would tend to indicate that none of these
effects is related to contamination.
Figure 13 shows simultaneous Vela and IMP-2 interplanetary spectra,
normalized in 5200 ev and 5500 ev channels, respectively (Wolfe,
....... _ ,,...... _n_ T+ _ _ _n _h_t the two curves a_ree
extremely well, that the hydrogen and helium peaks are quite distinct,
and that the curve deviates from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution only
in the slight non-thermal tail which represents less than i_ of the
total ion density. Furthermore, the Vela angular distribution is
consistent with T 2 × 105°K the same value which can be used to
fit the observed points (S. Bame and I. Strong, private communication).
The Vela plasma probes supply another point of interest. Although
the results are quite preliminary, the data seem to be compatible with
the deduction that the mean value of _/]_I is not simply given by an
aberration correction for radial flow; the deviation may be as much as
•, = - tan 2 ° = -.0349). For u _ 400 km/sec ,two degrees (i.e u¢/u r r
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lu I is then 14 km/sec Assuming F(r> = r ,
r > b _ for e = 7r/2 we find
b 2 u
2 _r
r
r<b, F(r) = b2/r ,
or b _ 0.187 A.U. _ 40 RO . While this number is not to be regarded
as well founded, it is clear that any significant deviation from radial
flow implies that coronal corotation is quite important.
We conclude that Parker's theory of the continuous solar wind is
well verified by direct observation, but it is clear that further
study of the actual distribution functions and their variation must
await resolution of the experimental controversy.
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IV.3. Interplanetary FLeld Measurements
It has been noted that, in a sense, a spacecraft in orbit in
interplanetary space resembles a small boat proceeding in the ocean;
only one point in space-time is sampled, and any attempt to chart the
current, or magnetic field, is full of difficulty and an_iguity.
Small fluctuations and irregularities mask the main circulation, and
long range correlations are almost impossible. For these reasons, it
seems likely that the most general confirmation of Parker's mmgnetic
field model will not be derived from spacecraft measurements.
In fact McCracken's analysis (1962) of the arrival on the earth
of energetic particles from solar flares; sunspot groups_ etc., gives
perhaps the best information on the interplanetary magnetic field.
McCracken found that when an active sunspot group is on the far
western portion of the solar disk_ the magnetic lines of force connect
it to the earth. The direction of earth impact was analyzed by
examining the angular distributions and arrival times of groups of
+ × 0 , iftheparticles with various energies. Since + Us.w.
+ +particles are superthermal ( >> u ) then u x B _ 0 , and the
S.W.
particles are guided along the interplanetary field_ they can spiral
around the field, as shown in Fig. 14. McCracken found an earth impact
angle consistent with Parker's hose angle (B¢/B r = tan X
X = 45 - 50 _) , but the degree of isotropy for particles arriving at the
earth was higher than anticipated for a regular spiral field. It was
scattered from small scale irregularities.
Actually, spacecraft measurements of the interplanetary B field
were already available when McCracken's work was published, but the data
analysis was still incomplete. Pioneer 5, launched toward Venus on
March 12, 1960, had on board a search coil magnetometer. This type of
sensor is an iron core coil rotating with the spacecraft and thus using
the satellite's spinning motion to generate in the coil a sinusoidal EMF
proportional to the component of ambient field along the coil axis.
(This is usually designated as B± since it is perpendicular to the
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spin axis.) The phase p- tan-l(By/By)_ of the field camal_o be
determined by meansof an aspect indicator (sun sensor plus t_mer),
but this system which could have yielded the orientation of B with
respect to the ecliptic did not operate on Pioneer 5.
The coil output was rectified, amplified according to a norilinear
response curve, digitized and telemetered to earth. Approximately
21,000 individual readings were taken during a 56-day period. The
distribution of all points in interplanetary space is shownin Fig. _5.
In order to interpret this, it is necessary to know the direction of
the spin axis. For Pioneer 5, the spin vector was very nearly in the
ecliptic plane and so oriented as to sweepfrom about 25 degrees
east to 25 degrees west of the s_m-satellite line during the data
period. Since a large fraction of the individual transmissions showed
the sharp peak near 2.7 y indicated in Fig. 15, it was initially
eumcluded (Coleman, et al., 1960) that the persistent return to around
2.7 Y implies that "i) the total ambient field vector must have
remained nearly constant in magnitude amduniform in direction over
the data period (in an inertial frame); 2) only field vectors of
galactic origin or normal to the ecliptic would i_avebeen consistent
with the measurements;and 3) total field magnitude must have been
close to the measured figures."
This interpretation was madebefore the confirmation of the
existence of the solar wind, and it seemedto rule out Parker's model,
which required a spiral-like field in the ecliptic plane, in fact,
this interpretation of the Pioneer 5 data was erroneous. Greenstadt
(1965) spent several years analyzing the results and he fortunately
chose to use the median, and other distribution percentiles, rather
than the field reading with maximumdensity (the mode), for his
statistical analysis. It was found that a temporal change in most
percentiles occurred, and Greenstadt attributed this to the changing
geometry of the spin axis, with respect to the probe-sun line. Using
only subgroups of data associated with the samerange of magnetic
conditions on the earth (A or K ) he tried to find the fieldP P
configuration which would best fit the measureddecline. The results
q
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for median I_I are, in gamma:
i0 percentile median 90 percentile
Calm 3.5 4.9 6.9
Disturbed 3.8 6.0 9.7
The mean hose or spiral angle was 45 ° and the mean vector was within
15 ° of lying in the ecliptic plane. The angular distribution of all
best fit solutions is shown in Fig. 16, and it is clear that Parker's
model is well verified.
Greenstadt's analysis avoided use of the peak near 2.7 7 , ]out
some explanation for this was offered. Several sources of error were
considered, and some were discarded (ambient field behavior, spacecraft
contamination at _ , binary malfunction). The most likely source of
s
this disparity is a calibration error which would attribute too narrow
a window to each of the two windows near 2.7 7 , and hence too high a
relative frequency. This can explain the observed distribution mode
completely.
The next interplanetary probe to carry magnetometers was Mariner 2.
The payload included triaxial fluxgate magnetometers which gave a com-
plete vector field measurement each 37 seconds. This type of
instrument is very different from a search coil, and the sensing element
is usually a hollow cylinder of high permeability magnetic material
surrounded by primary and secondary windings. The primary is driven
(at say 5 -- i0 kc) so that the core saturates on each half cycle,
but the point at which saturation occurs is shifted asymmetrically by
any steady magnetic field component along the sensor axis. This
produces in the secondary higher harmonics of the primary frequency and
the amplitude of the second harmonic is approximately proportional to
the field strength along the axis.
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Figure 16. Pioneer V Magnetometer, Regions of Space Occupied
by Best Fit Solution Vectors in i, j, k Frame of
Figure IV-68.
m
The Mariner system had three fluxgates mounted at right angles,
with one parallel to the attitude stabilized probe-sun line (the z-axis).
Two dynamic ranges were possible (0 -- 64 7 and 64 - 320 7) ; however,
this experiment was beset by difficulties associated with the spacecraft
field. During the first 3 - 4 days, Mariner was spin-stabilized about
the z-axis, and the perpendicular (Bx - By) interplanetary field
component was roll modulated while the spacecraft field was not. (The
post-launch spacecraft field is generally not the same as the pre-launch
value_ which can be brought down to zero.) This enabled the experimenters
to determine the B± contamination within i T , but B (spacecraft)
z
was never measured. Moreover, it is thought that Bl (spacecraft) did
not remain constant during the flight, and estimates of bias field as
high as i00 y have been given (Smith, 19Q_).
Nevertheless, useful information was obtained. Smith has shown
that A By/ABz _ i which is consistent with an estimated average
magnitude of 5 Y at the Parker hose angle. The average value of
A B (normal to the ecliptic) vanished, and large disorder in B was
x
again found.
In many ways, the best interplanetary field experiment was carried
out by Ness, et al. (1964) on IMP-I. Very stringent magnetic controls
were imposed on the spacecraft and the experiments, and the three
magnetometers were mounted on booms. In its worst ("permed") state,
the bias field at the magnetometer was less than 12 7 , and IMP-I
was launched with minimum pe_nanent or induced magnetic fields. The
payload included a rubidium vapor magnetometer mounted on a boom along
the spin axis and a pair of nonaxial fluxgates_ mounted on opposite
equatorial plane booms and tilted by 30 ° and 60 ° , respectively,
with respect to that plane.
The rubidium vapor magnetometer measures the absolute value of
B by measuring the Zeeman splitting of the ground state of the atom.
For the rubidium 87 isotope_ the separation between adjacent levels is
6.996 cps/7 One of the levels (2SI/2 , m = 2) is selectively
populated by optical pumping, and light is absorbed until this level is
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filled. The gas cell then becomes transparent. However, if a weak
= = eB/mc is imposed, the population ismagnetic AC field with _ _c
redistributed to all levels, and the incident light is again absorbed.
It is possible to couple the modulated light output to the coil pro-
ducing the weak magnetic field in such a way that the system operates
as an oscillator with f = eB/27rmc In this feedback configuration
the output frequency yields IB 1 By imposing additional known bias
fields, it is also possible to obtain B .
These magnetometers are not easy to operate on a satellite. The
pumping lamp must be lighted (this doesn't always happen) and active
thermal controls (i.e., heating coils) are required to stabilize the
temperature.
The tilted IMP-I fluxgates were used to supplement the rubidium
vapor measurements. If we consider a fluxgate tilted at an angle
(= 30 ° or 60 ° ) to the spin axis, in the presence of a field with
fixed BI , Bif, then the instantaneous field along the sensor axis is
B = B cos c_ + B sin c_ cos
s fl ±
where cos ¢ gives the projection of BA on the sensor axis-spin axis
plane. If Bii and B± remain fixed as the spacecraft; rotates, then
we have
B s(t) = Bll cos a + B1 sin _ cos (_s t - 4)
where _s is the spin frequency (22 - 24 rpm for IMP-l) and _ is
a phase angle with respect to some fixed direction (the probe-sun line
on IMP-l, as indicated by an optical aspect sensor). Since _ and
are known, it is, in principle, possible to analyze B (t) to
S S
obtain Blr, B± and _ , and hence to reconstruct B . The analysis
procedure of Ness, et al., was based on numerical treatment of the
derivatives of the detector output current, assuming that the above
relation is valid.
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Of course, there are monumental loopholes in such a procedure,
since it assumed that the output current only varies because the
spacecraft spins. However, if B_ = Bi(t) , BII = Bll(t) , _ = ?(t) ,
with frequency components near _ , this procedure fails completely•
s
For instance, if B = 0 , BII = BI + B2 cos _ t , this instrumentation
falsely interprets the field at B = Bli!l + B2i± Thus, the tilted
fluxgate arrangement yields a vector field only when the field is quiet
or steady on a time scale, 2_/_ Fortunately, this appears to be
s
generally true in interplanetary space (with the exception of storm
periods) but it seems that in the magnetosphere and transition region
a tilted fluxgate arrangement cannot be used to obtain field vectors.
The spacecraft field after launch was examined by comparing the
results of the three magnetometers. The fluxgate magnetometer zero
levels were then to be calibrated on the basis of the absolute response
of the rubidium magnetometer. It was found that fluxgate A data
(5 = 60 °) and the rubidium data agreed within 0.25 7 , while flux-
gate B had a zero offset of -2.1 7 • Ness, et al., assumed that
the spacecraft field (which pres_lably is not the same at the equa-
torial plane and along the spin axis boom) was less than 0.25 7 ,
and fluxgate B was accordingly adjusted to agree with the others.
However, Dessler has recently pointed out that certain features of the
resulting data suggest that the spacecraft field may indeed have been
-2.1 7 at fluxgate B, so that fluxgate A would then need to be
_* A+ any _+_ fh_r_ _re at least two possible ways to reduce
the data, and since the total field is generally less than 5 7 ,
the final results can be quite different.
A histogram of the IMP-I field strength measurements is shown
in Fig. 17. The median field of 4.95 7 is very close to the
Pioneer 5 "calm" value, which should be expected, since IMpll was in
orbit during a very quiet period. The angular distributions are
shown in Fig. 18. It can be seen that the ¢ distribution is quite
broad, although it is clearly peaked near the Parker "hose" angles of
45 ° , 225 ° However, the origin of Dessler's criticism can be seen
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from the e -distribution also shown in Fig. 18. The unexpected large
tilt below the ecliptic plane and the asymmetry about any given @ could
possibly be associated with an incorrect choice for the spacecraft field,
based on the fluxgate zero levels. It will be of interest to see how the
distributions change if the data are analyzed using the other assumptiom.
It should be noted that the plasma probes gave no indication that u
(which should be parallel to _) has an average southward component.
One very valuable result of the IMP-I magnetometer experiment is
independent of the question of spacecraft bias. Ness and Wilcox (1965)
investigated the persistence of patterns or sectors in the interplanetary
field and they related this to magnetic structure in the photosphere.
The quantity which was studied is simply the direction of the field in a
plus (outward from the sun) or minus (inward) sense. An autocorrelation
of the 12-hour IMP (+) or (-) time series was constructed by
combining four three-hour intervals and possible recurrence tendencies
in the interplanetary field were investigated. It was observed that the
data of the first eight days produced most of the exceptions to the
recurrence tendency, but that the field seemed to have a more permanent
configuration thereafter. The autocorrelation constructed with omission
of data from the first eight days is shown in Fig. 192. It is clear
that that directional pattern tends to recur with a 27-day period
characteristic of the solar equatorial region. A cross-correlation
was also perfo_ined between the IMP-I twelve-hour series and a corres-
ponding series representing the photospheric field_ using observations
made with the Mt. Wilson Observatory magnetograph. The cross-
correlation depends significantly on the solar latitude under obser-
vation_ and the highest correlation occurs when the interplanetary field
is compared with the equatorial photospheric field (see Fig. 20).
It is also noteworthy that the field at the earth is best corre-
lated with the photospheric field which passed the central meridian
(i.e., the sun-earth line) 4 1/2 days earlier. This indicates that
magnetic irregularities in the photosphere are transported to i A.U.
with a mean speed of 385 kilometers/sec This is in striking
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agreement with the average value of 378 km/sec deduced on the basis
of the IMP-I analyzer results, but the correspondence with the IM-I
Faraday cup mean streaming speed (319 km/sec) is not so satisfactory.
IV.4. Comments
Great advances have been made in the measurement of interplanetary
plasma and magnetic fields, and in a general sense all of the observations
strongly support Parker's theory of a continuous solar wind_ and an
associated distorted spiral field. However_ the measurements must be
regarded as preliminary ones, at least until questions concerning the
plasma probe discrepancies, the spacecraft sheath and the spacecraft
magnetic bias are answered. A related problem has to do with the
measurement of interplanetary electrons. IMP-I also had on board a
retarding potential analyzer (Serbu, 1964) which should have been
capable of detecting isotropic electron fluxes in interplanetary space
(energy range 0 i00 ev ; J (min) < 107/cm 2
- sec , when not observing
the sun). Although this probe did detect magnetospheric and transition
region electrons on the first outbound pass, no interplanetary flux was
measured. However, as noted above, if the spacecraft potential was zero
or positive, the anticipated electron flux exceeds 3 × 108/cm 2 sec ,
for T = T. It is hoped that some of these questions will be
e i
answered by data from future experiments.
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V. PROBLEMS IN SOLAR WIND THEORY
The elementary theories of the solar wind (the isothermal-
adiabatic model, the conductive heating model) appear to be capable of
explaining the main features of the observed flow pattern and magnetic
field configuration in the region 3R0 < r < 215R@ . In fact, when one
takes a second look at the theory and at some of the observations, the
basis for this gross agreement becomes less clear_ and it is obvious
that many problems remain to be solved before the coronal flow pattern
is completely understood. In this chapter we wish to enumerate some of
the problems and discuss some speculative attempts to solve them.
V.I. Deviations from Spherical Symmetry
It has already been noted that the magnetic pressure gradient
terms generally preclude spherically symmetric flow. Other sources of
anisotropy are present_ and in certain regions of space, they are
probably even more important than the above. Specifically_ in the
luminous region (say, R0 < r < 2Ro) , photographs show that rays,
filaments, plumes_ streamers, prominences, arches, etc., frequently
extend up into the corona_ and radio astronomy measurements confirm the
presence of significant localized irregularities. Moreover, during
solar minimum the gross density pattern is not even approximately
spherically symmetric, and the equatorial coronal streamers are con-
siderably larger and denser than the polar ones. !n fact, it may be
proper to describe the lower corona completely in terms of a filamentary
model with gas being squeezed up through magnetic nozzles and to perhaps
(2 -- 3)R 0 . It has been suggested (L. Davis, Jr., private communication)
that such inhomogeneities could be the most important source of the
discrepancy between predicted and observed density distributions in
the coronal base; and since B2/8_ > n(KT + mu2/2) here, magnetic
filaments could very well produce the needed acceleration.
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However, the strong magnetic field in the lower corona is a
source of embarrassment for another reason altogether. It was noted in
Chapter llthat in the presence of a strong magnetic field the coefficient
of thermal conductivity is modified with
: k(T) (V.i)
V2k( )
k (B,T) = k(T) e
e 2 v2- e 2± 1 +_ /
c e c
where c°ce= eB/meC and Ve -_ 5 neT-3/2 £_ A (the electron collision
frequency). For B : I gauss , ne = 108/cm 3 , T : 1.5 X I06°K ,
e
_z A : 25 , it follows that co -_ 1.8 X 107 rad/sec , but v is only
c e
about 7 collisions/sec Thus, ki is completely quenched, and
energy can be transferred by conduction only along the magnetic field.
If B deviates from the radial direction (as it surely does) then q
and Zrf are related by a tensor conductivity coefficient, and drastic
modifications of the conductive heating model are required.
The effect of possible corotation has also not been treated in an
adequate fashion. If a region with complete corotation (i.e.,
F(r) = r , r < b) does exist, then it is useful to solve the flow
u' = 0 , B can be
equations in the rotating frame since for r < b ,
radial, and no radial magnetic pressure gradient terms will then
aDDear. However, in the rotating frame; the effective or apparent force
is no longer simply given by the gravitational attraction of the sun.
Instead we have
eff = 3
r
where the second term represents the Coriolus force and the third is the
centrifugal acceleration term_ _2r sin 8 In the solar equatorial
plane, the radial component of F' is
eff
G_m
F' : - _ + m_2r (V.3)
r 2
r
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so that the solar gravity field is weakened by the rotation. For
large b this effect could be quite significant. The net force
vanishes for a particle rotating with the sun (i.e., in a synchronous
orbit) at r = 37R 0 .
Finally, we must consider the fact that recurrent activity
regions of various types are present on the sun. The Mariner 2,
Explorer 34 storm of October 7-9, 1962, represents one kind of irregu-
larity. It appears that the main feature of this event was a sudden
increase (by at least an order of magnitude) in density, rather than
velocity, and it is possible that an active filament near the base
emitted many more particles than normal. If these were all emitted
with negligible eorotation, then the density irregularity would form a
pattern in interplanetary space similar to the magnetic field spiral
as shown in Fig. 21a. Although all velocities are radial, the source
of the irregularity rotates with the sun and successive elements are
emitted in different angular positions. [Actually, there is consider-
able doubt that the October 7 configuration resembled Fig. 21a. The
time lapse between detection on Mariner 2 and Explorer 14 suggests an
almost radial pattern near the earth (J. Wolfe, private communication),
which could perhaps have resulted if the original direction of emission
on the sun had been strongly tipped in the direction of corotation.]
More significant distortions must be associated with M-regions
sinne these apDarently produce enhancements in solar wind speed. The
magnetic spiral angle, and the shape of the M-region boundary depemd
on Ur(r ) and a possible configuration is shown in Fig. 21b. It is
clear that this kind of non-uniformity can produce serious perturba-
tions. On the leading edge, we have an interaction region with fast
plasma overtaking slower streams, and on the trailing edge a lowering
of density occurs. We shall see below that very complex effects can
occur when plasma streams collide, and in fact, these same phenomena
must generally be induced by any temporal fluctuations in the plasma
velocity.
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QThe study of coronal and solar wind irregularities, circulation
patterns_ temporal variations and deviations from spherical symmetry has
scarcely been started. At present, it can be stated that these phenomena
maybe extremely important but that complete observations will be diffi-
cult to perform, and the theory required will be extremely complex.
V.2. Viscous Effects
In the first discussion of solar wind theory, no detailed prediction
of the flow pattern near the earth was given. For the best fit solution
nu 1.5 × loll/em 2
-" sec at r = IORO (Table 2) and the continuity2
relation, nur = c _ then yields an unambiguousfl_x value at the earth,
J = 3.24 × 108 ions/cm2 sec , but the proportions of n and u which
av.
make up this flux must be derived by solving the dynamical equations.
Unfo±_tunately, the _roT_r_+_r
........ j of the Navier-Stokes equations becomes
questionable long before the earth is reached.
The basic problem has to do with the assumption _/L << i , used
to derive the Navier-Stokes equation by the Chapman-Enskog technique
and the correct L must first be identified. If L is simply defined
by LIdN/drl = N , then the original solutions of the conductive heating
equations indicate that _ = L near 75 -- IO0"R O • However, the
problem is not so easily solved, and the complications become important
much closer to the sun. It has already been noted that these conductive
heating equations possess unphysical solutions with T(r) = 0 , r <
and T(r) -+T_ > 0 , r -+_ ; in each case u -+_ at the singularity.
With the hope that these annoying solutions were only present because
the viscous forces (which presumably inhibit large velocity gradients)
had been artificially omitted, Scarf and Noble (1964, 1965) decided to
introduce the appropriate viscous terms into the Navier-Stokes equations.
The results of this investigation are rather surprising.
For spherically s_mmetric flow the complete Navier-Stokes equations
have the form
du d
nmu_ + _ (nKT) +-dr 2 : _ r d-_d-rr r +_ _ _r 2 dr
r r
(v.4)
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aud
2 GMom + 5 KT - - u = Emu r2k(T) dT 4 _(T du u
2 2 _ c dr 3 c dr r
r
Iv.5)
where E and c : nur are constants of motion. For fully ionized
hydrogen, _ = _o(T/T0)5/2 , with _(To) given in Eq. (I!.33). Howeve_ _,
unlike the conductive coefficient, k(T) , the viscous coefficient does
change significantly as the gas composition is varied. The addition of
I0_ helium reduces _ to about 70_ of its value for fully ionized
hydrogen. Thus for the solar wind the Prandtl number, K_/rrLk , is
approximately equal to 0.O13 . This explains why viscous contributions
had previously been neglected. When the thermal and kinetic energies
and gradients are comparable, the viscous term in the energy equation
is roughly (i -- 2)_ of the conductive term and where KT > mu2/2 ,
the ratio is even smaller.
This kind of argument is indeed appropriate when one discusses
normal subsonic flow, but it should already be clear from Eq. (V.5)
that a serious error is possible when the flow is supersonic. Even
though _(T) is numerically very small, if u is large and constant,
the term 4_(T)u2r/3 can play a very important role in the energy
balance equation as r increases.
Numerical integration of Eqs. (V.4,5) confirms this expectation,
but the way in which the viscous stresses modify the flow may, at
first glance, appear to be unphysical. Figure 22 shows some typical
results derived by integrating in both directions from the crossover.
The parameter B is essentially the Prandtl number times
A = 2k(To)GMom/K2ToC where TO is the temperature at the coronal
base. For the case shown here, A = 200 , TO = 1.5 × I06°K , and the
curve labeled B _ O is the one derived earlier, with no viscous terms
at all. The velocity profile labeled B = 2.46 is the numerical solu-
tion of the Navier-Stokes equation with the appropriate coefficient of
viscosity for the coronal gas, and to the accuracy shown in this figure,
the temperature distribution is unchanged by the addition of viscosity.
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It can be seen that in the subsonic region the viscous terms
produce a negligible change in u(r) T_is is no surprise, because
K_ _ mk and (I/2)mu 2 S KT here. It can also be seen that the
viscous terms do induce a significant change in u(r) in the supersonic
region. Again, this is not unexpected; although K_/mk remains small,
(i/2)mu 2 becomes large compared to KT , and the viscous contributi_h _
to the energy equation is comparable to the conductive term. What is
most amazing about these curves is that u(r,B) is greater than
u(r,B _ O) . Physically, one would expect viscous dissipation to yield
a lower flow speed relative to the sun, and not a higher one.
The answer to this paradox was found by trying to vary the Prandtl
number to approach B = 0 • The curves shown for B = 0.i , 1.0 and
3.56 are calculated using artificial and unphysical values for _(To) ,
keeping h(To) fixed. It can be seen that as _(To) (or B) is
increased, the flow speed at any given radius does indeed decrease in
a physically sensible manner. However, as B -+0 , we do not approach
the curve B m O which is the solution of the non-viscous conductive
heating equations.
In fact, the "paradox" has an exact analogy when thermal conduction
alone is considered. If _ and k are both neglected, then the flow
is adiabatic and T(r) -+r -4/3" However, if only the viscous terms are
omitted, then T(r) -+(k(To)r)-2/5 or (r-2/7 + Ck(To)-ir-4/7 + ...)
The solutions with finite thermal conductivity do not yield adiabatic
flow in the limit k(To) -+0 _ and similarly, the solutions with small
but finite _(T0) do not go over to the _(To) m 0 solutions as
_(To) -+0 . From a mathematical point of view, this is also clear.
The differential equations are of the form dT/dr = G/k(T) ,
du/dr = F/_(T) and k _ 0 , _ _ 0 represent singularities. The
result is well known to aerodynamicists. In "Flow of Rarefied Gases,"
Schaaf and Chambr@ (1961) remark on page 33, "Solutions are thus
singular in the viscosity (or equivalently, the mean free path), and
the boundary layer solution (for _ -+0) cannot be obtained by pertur-
bation schemes starting with the inviscid solution."
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If the B = 2.46 curve in Fig. 22 is regarded as the "correct" one,
then this solution can be used to investigate the limits of the continuum
or fluid models of the corona. The first question has to do with the
precise meaning of the restriction _/L << i . In particular, it must
be ascertained which scale length is involved. This can be determined
by examining the higher order terms in the Chapman-Enskog treatment.
The successive approximations are
(0) = 0
Pij
(1) (v.6)
Pij : _ij '
2
_(2) + + +
Pij = _Tij _ Tij_'u + "'" '
(Schaaf and Chambr@, 1961, p. 30) and thus the Navier-Stokes equations
should be valid if _(du/dr)/nKT << i Since Z _ nml/2(KT)i/2_
I !
[see Eqs. (1.13), (II.33)] this can be written as
i/2
_I_)L << i , L'du/drl _ u (V.7)
and the appropriate scale length turns out to be the one associated with
the streaming velocity. (This is not a statement of general validity.
(2) contains temperature gradients as
The complete expression for Pij
well. The Navier-Stokes equations become questionable whenever one of
these terms is significantly large. In our case, the velocity gradients
are steep beyond the crossover while the thermal gradients remain
moderate.) By inspection of the numerical solution, Scarf and Noble
(1964) have found that the above inequality is not satisfied beyond
r = 20 RO .
In the language of aerodynamics, we pass from the continuum region
to the "slip flow" region when the appropriate Knudsen number approaches
unity. For a neutral gas_ the slip flow regime is bounded by the region
of continuum flow (_ << L) and free molecular flow (_ >> L)
Actually, because the solar wind is a magnetized plasma, there is no
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region in which free flow occurs in the classical gasdynamics sense.
Nevertheless, we can define three regions. For (_'u/nKT) << i , the
full Navier-Stokes equations are valid. For _(_._)/nKT ~ i , but
_IdT/drl << i _ the Navier-Stokes equations are not valid, but there
are enough collisions to maintain a statistical distribution function
with a well-defined temperature. For _IdT/drl _ T , ordinary two-body
collisions are unimportant and the characteristics of the particle dis-
tribution functions are determined by other phenomena.
In ordinary gasdynamics no rigorous formulation of the equations
of motion is available for slip flow. Various complex systems of
equations (the Burnett equations, the Thirteen Moment equations) have
been proposed to replace the Navier-Stokes equations for moderate
Knudsen numbers, but these replacements introduce severe difficulties,
and considerable doubt exists about their physical validity. (Schaaf
and Chambr@_ 1961_ pp. 31-34.) It seems likely that no moment equations
will really be of use here, so that the flow patterns have to be ob-
tained by solving the Boltzmann equation itself. However, it appears
that the Navier-Stokes equations, with some modifications, provide a
better description of the gas in the slip flow regime than the higher
order systems.
This discussion indicates that at present no rigorous treatment
of the solar wind flow is possible beyond (15 -- 20)R@ . In order to
obtain some bound to the range of flow patterns, Scarf and Noble (1964)
arbitrarily assumed that the Navier-Stokes equations are strictly valid
up to 17RQ , with adiabatic continuum flow beyond 17R O . The results
for a quiet solar wind are shown in Table V.I. Although these numbers
obviously are subject to considerable revision as more realistic
treatments of the region beyond (15 - 20)R O are considered, the entries
can be used to evaluate roughly the range of importance of two-body
collisions. We find _(T,n) IdT/dr I _ T for r _ 75 R O , and two-body
collisions cannot serve to maintain the Boltzmann distribution function
beyond this radius. The radial flow itself tends to introduce a severe
anisotropy in the absence of a randomizing mechanism (i.e._ T[I is
generally not equal to Tl for collisionless spherical flow because the
- i07 -
r/R o
<2
2
4.5
6.8
7.2
iO
12.6
15
2O
4o
5o
TABLE V.I. MODEL QUIET SOLAR WIND
= i00 , TO = 1.5 × I06°K , m = 0.62 mprot"(A )
u (km/sec) Ne (cm -3) T (°K)
18.4 2.03 x 106 1.47 x 106
72.4 1.O2 x 105 1.03 x 106
105 3.09 x 104 8.89 x 105
(sonic transition near r/R O : 7)
ii0 2.62 x 104 8.73 x 105
146 1.02 x 104 7.92 x ]05
190 4.95 x 103 7.55 x 105
246 2.70 x 103 7.35 _< 105
267 1.40 x 103 4.8 x 105
286 3.27 × io2 1.8 × lO5
287 2.09 )< 102 1.35 × 105
8o 29o 81.5
120 290 35.8
200 290 12.9
215 290 ii. 2
Remarks
"heating region"
Uninhibited con-
duction and viscosity
Adiabatic
continuum flow
Collisionless
flow dominated by
scattering from
magnetic and electric
fluctuations
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particles with v parallel to the mean flow direction tend to migrate
farther than those with finite vi ; in the presence of a central force
field this anisotropy is even more marked, because the particles travel
on ballistic orbits). Thus, the close agreement between the dZstribution
observed at the earth (see Chapter IV) and a Boltzmann distribution
indicates that some mechanism other than two-particle scattering binds
the solar wind into a fluid and maintains the statistical spectrum
beyond (70- IO0)R O •
V.3. Hydromagnetic Instabilities
Parker (1957, 1958) first proposed that in the solar wind plasma
particle scattering from waves could replace particle-particle
scattering and maintain the fluid-like behavior in the collisionless
region. In particular, Parker showed that an anisotropic plasma is
unstable with respect to production of hydromagnetic waves of the
Alfv@n variety. Thus_ these waves must grow in amplitude (in modern
terminology of plasma physics, the system is "overstable" when the
waves grow) until many particles are scattered, resulting in a
distribution which is sufficiently isotropic to quench the instability.
The formalism is based on a modified version of the mhd equations
suitable for a collisionless magnetized plasma. The change involves
the expression P.. = nKT 5.. , (_ _ O) If there are no collisions,
ij ij
then there is no reason to expect that TII (i.e., parallel to B) is
equal to Ti . In fact_ any charged particle will simply spiral forward
around the field line, and it is reasonable to assume Tl / TII , in
general. A plausible field oriented tensor expression for P.. which
mj
reduces to the correct form as B -+0 or
= nKTII + nKT 5. m j
-+T is then
T± II
(v.8)
When this is inserted in Eq. (11.28), Parker's modified hydromagnetic
equation is obtained. For V¢ = 0 , it follows that
V + + i -
 mzy +  n(u.V)u= - n Ti T 4_ nK(T,B2 T±))
(v.9)
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and u and B are also related by
In order to examine the effect of the anisotropy_ let us consider
a transverse perturbation _ = b(z,t)_ on a static uniform field
÷ Y + ÷
= Biz " If n , Tll and Ti are constant, and u = u(z,t)iy ,
then Eq. (V.9) yields
8b (v.m)
with neglect of the quadratic terms. Equation (V. IO) gives
_U
_b y
_{ = B_-z (v.m)
and the wave equation for b is
_ B2 Ii 4_nK(TJf - TI!I _2b_t---_ = _ - B_ _z 2
(v.13)
If T N were equal to Tl , Eq. (V.13) would simply describe an
Alfv6n wave_ or transverse disturbance propagating along the magnetic
field with speed
however, if
B/(4_) i/2
B2
nKTII - nKT >
The speed is reduced for Tll _ TI
(v.14)
overstability results. The perturbation is then of the form
b = b0 cos kz exp(t/T) (v.15)
and the field irregularities grow exponentially in time.
constant is
I
47r nK(TN - T±) ]
B2 - il
1/2
The time
(v.16)
ii0 -
Jand if B is weak (as it is in interplanetary space)
-+[(4_)i/2/k][m/(KTll - KT )]1/2 (V.17)
which is independent of the gas density and magnetic field.
Instability of a somewhatdifferent nature also occurs when
exceeds Tlf In this case the analog of Eq. (V.14) is
(nKT±)2 B2
nKTII
T±
(v.18)
(Thompson, 1962), and it can be seen that large deviations from thermal
isotropy are forbidden by these hydromagnetic instabilities, although
quite different physical processes produce wave growth in the two cases.
Equation (V.14) describes a "firehose" instability where the centrifugal
acceleration around the curving (i.e., perturbed) magnetic field gives
rise to a current which enhances the irregularity. Equation (V.18)
describes the onset of a "mirror" instability. The plasma flows into
those parts of the wave where the field is weak, increasing p , and
±
forcing the field lines farther apart, thus further weakening the field.
In Parker's original discussion of Eq. (V.14) (1958), a fairly
dense solar wind (ni _ 103/cm 3) was assumed. For this case
IdT/drl _ T near the earth, with T _ 4 x I05°K m_ _r anti-
cipated that magnetic disordering would commence near the earth, and
it was conjectured that a highly disordered magnetic shell might
surround the inner solar system at, say, r _ 2 A.U. Such a configuration
had been hypothesized earlier to account for the slow decay of solar
cosmic rays produced in connection with solar flares (Meyer, Parker and
Simpson, 1956). The cosmic ray flux at the earth tapers off very
gradually, and after the highest energy particles arrive first along
field aligned paths, the other particles arrive from all directions,
suggesting that they are scattered from a distant heliocentric shell.
- iii-
iThe density used by Parker is possibly appropriate for a great
storm or blast wave, and in this case the flare effect decay may be
represented by the disordered shell picture. However, another possible
explanation for the isotropy and long life of the bulk of the storm
particles will be presented in the next section, and this question is
still unresolved. At any rate, in the quiet solar wind the densities
are considerably lower and the instability must become significant
near (50 -- 80)_ , if it is important at all.
At 50 R 0 , B _ 45 7 and B << B If n. _ 200/cm 3 ,
r ¢ r
I lo_Serg sT _ 1.5 x I05°K (see Table V.l) then B2/4_ _ 1.6 x /cm 3 and
n. KT _ 4.1 x 10 -8 ergs/cm 3 , so that it appears possible to generate
i
the firehose instability with a thermal anisotropy of (i0 -- 20)_ .
(The electron contribution to nKT is expected to be isotropic.) If
this occurs, one would expect the thermal and magnetic energy densities
to remain comparable, since the magnetic scattering presumably produces
the nearly statistical distribution. However, when the field begins to
-i
spiral, B2/4_ decreases relatively slowly with Be _ r and
-2
n(r) ~ r Thus, this kind of randomization would yield a negligible
change in temperature from r _ 50 RO to r _ I A.U.
V.4. Plasma Oscillations
In recent years_ more and more attention has been given to the role
of plasma oscillations in space physics. These waves are not described
by the mhd equations, but some properties of the plasma oscillation
spectrum can be determined approximately by examination of the individual
moment equations for the electrons and the ions. If B = 0 , V_ = 0
and there are no collisions, Eqs. (11.24) and (11.26) yield
_n
e
+ V.(neUe) = 0
_U
u e.V + _ Pe - eEhem e _ + n m ( )ue =e e
(v.19)
with a corresponding set for the ions.
v.s = 4 (n. - n )
1 e
Poisson's equation requires
(V. 20)
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In order to determine the characteristics of small amplitude
density perturbations_ we set n = N + n'e _ n. : N + n"l _ and again
neglect the quadratic terms in the momentumequations. Then
_2n' _ (9._ _ )
_t2 - _y (neUe)
_u
÷ e
-- - N _._-£--
_Pe + Ne + +
- --_7. E
m m
e e
(v.21)
If Pe ~ ny and n' ' exp(i_t ÷ ÷e ~ nO - k.r) ; it follows that
2
7K pe n'2 , Ne _
- _ n _ +--V.E
Nm m
e e
(V.22)
or
Ne i _ +
n' - v.E (v.23)
m e (2 _ k2a 2)
2
= = a A similar expression is easily derivedwith 7p/Nm e YKTe/m e
for n" ; here e -+-e _ m -+m. _ a -+A .
e i
When these relations for the density ...._=_-_+_-__.___rp___inserted into
Poisson's equation an expression of the form D(_,k)Y7.E = 0 is obtained.
Since finite V.E is desired_ the allowed modes of the field must obey
the dispersion relation D(_,k) = 0 , or
2 _2
1 - P + P (v.24)
2 2 k2A 2
- k2a 2 _ -
2
This equation generally has two real roots. If _ _ k2a 2 ; the
2
2 is small compared to _ can be used_ andfact that _2 (me/mi)_ pP P
the second term can be treated as a perturbation. Then Eq. (V.24)
yields
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!
I
I P
Ii m II _I 1 YeKTe k2
2 2 e
+ + +-- + ... (V.25)
= _p m-7 m
i e
is the electron Debye wave aumber, (47rNe2/KTe)1/2 Aswhere
T -+0 this solution tends to _p(l + me/mi)i/2e ' , and we recognize
these high frequency electrostatic oscillations as the electron plasma
oscillations discussed in Chapters I and II. (There it was assumed
that me/m i = 0 .) If the plasma is cold, this is the only solution
to the dispersion relation, but if T is finite, another mode is
e
: and letpossible. To find this low frequency mode, assume 7e 7i
2 k2a2 m6o : C _ (V.26)
m.
I
where
2
co
C is to be determined by solving the dispersion relation.
<< k2a 2 , we have
For
T
e
2 2
6o m
i = p + __e p (V.27)
k2a 2 m.l Q Ck2a2 _em.ml- k2a 2 __leT"mm.l)
- 2 2
(1 + _,ek /k D
and this yields
C -_ + (v.28)
These ion plasma oscillations are extremely significant for several
reasons. First, they travel very slowly, since the phase velocity is on
the order of (KTe/mi)i/2 = 40 km/sec for Te = 2 × 105°K . This
means that it is very easy to Doppler shift the frequency by means of a
small velocity increment with respect to the plasma frame of reference.
k)ion should be ableSecond, any particle traveling with u > (6o/ wave
to radiate ion waves by a Cerenkov process, and one would therefore
expect these waves to be associated with a strong drift or two stream
instability. Third, unlike the electron plasma oscillation spectrmn
which is sharply peaked near _ , the ion spectrum is very broad. For
P
plasma oscillation wave numbers between zero and KD , ion waves with
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0 _ _ ~ _ are allowed. In the solar wind frame of reference, thisP
implies 0 < f _ 470 cps for n. _ 5/cm 3 , and in a spacecraft frame
I
of reference, f can be Doppler shifted up to kilocycles.
max
Finally, since this wave represents an oscillating electric field with
a frequency near the interplanetary electron gyrofrequency
(f = eB/2_ m c _ 140 cps for B = 57) , it can be anticipated that
c e
electron cyclotron heating will occur if the properties of the dispersion
relation are not drastically changed in the presence of a magnetic field.
Further analysis of these possibilities requires a more sophisticated
approach, because it is not true that all electrons, for instance, con-
tribute equally to the dispersion relation. More explicitly, it is
necessary to start with the Boltzmann equation for the velocity distri-
bution function in order to obtain the correct dispersion relation.
_e subsequent analysis follows closely the development outlined in
the beginning of this section. The Vlasov equation (Boltzmann equation
with no collision) term for the electrons is
e _ _ e _ +
=o (v.29)t_---+ v'V fe m v e
and a similar relation describes the ion distribution function,
Poisson's equation becomes
f°
i
+ F d3v(fiV'E = 4_e - fe ) (V.30)
and the perturbation approximations are of the form
F0 f"f. = + f' If f' , and E vary asi
resulting dispersion relation is
_o f [k.VvfO + (me/mi) _._TvFo ]i = d3v -_ ÷[k.v -
f = fo +f'e
exp(icot - k.r) , the
(v.31)
The integration over the singularity is specified by choosing a contour
which passes below the point v = _/k , in the imaginary v plane.
This specification, which is required to obtain a causal response,
introduces the main modification. Landau damping (Landau, 1946) of the
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B_
wave now occurs, and _ is generally a complex function of k
P:_ysically, Landau's damping represents a nonlinear interaction between
particles traveling with speed v _ and the wave with phase velocity
_/k If v <co/k , the particle gains energy from the wave, and if
v >@/k , the wave gains energy from the particle. Since fo ' F0
generally decrease with increasing v , this interaction generally
leads to a net damping of the wave.
Fried and Gould (1961) have examined the consequences of (V.31)
in some detail. For f0 = (a/7r)(a2 + v2)-I F0 (a/Tr)(A2 + v2)-I
the dispersion relation is
k 2 i me i
= +-
CO + ia) 2 m 21 (co/k + iA)
P
(V.32)
and the two branches are
Ii + m Ile _a)-21
co -_0_p _ - - ika
co-_ ka(me/mi)l/2(1 + k2a2/co_) -1/2 - ikA
(V.33)
The solution for the electron plasma oscillation branch resembles
Eq. (V.25) for k << _ . However, if k >> _ , llm col > Re _ ,
and the Landau damping is so strong that no true oscillations are
possible.
This change is even more important for the ion wave branch, if
= T. In this case, a(me/mi )I/2 : A , and Eq. (V.34) predictsTe
extremely large damping for any k , in contrast to the undamped
solution derived from the moment equations. Thus, it would seem from
(V.3g) that ion waves would never have to be considered.
In fact, this conclusion, while correct under the circumstances
described above, is generally not valid. Consider a plasma with
T >> T. Then A <<co/k ~ _K_e/m i , and the Landau damping is
e 1
negligible..We can also modify the damping drastically by introducing
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Dan electron-ion current or drift (i.e., F0 -+A/_(A 2 + (v - u)2) -1)
In essence, the damping is proportional to the fraction of ions having
the speed _/k If u : 0 , Te = T i , then _/k is near the mean
thermal ion speed and the damping is enormous. However, if the ions
are cool, their distribution is very narrow. When we modify the wave
speed (by heating the electrons, or letting the electrons drift with
respect to the ions) so that Fo(V = _/k) becomes small_ the damping
rapidly goes down. In fact, if the drift is sufficiently large
(u >e/k) , the system is unstable and growing ion waves appear. For
Maxwellian distributions, Fried and Gould have shown that the critical
speed varies from 0.925(1 + (me/mi)i/2)a for T = T. to aboutdrift
e 1
4A for Te/T i _ 12
This nonlinear behavior appears to be extremely significant in
interplanetary space. The interplanetary electric field, E1 = - u _ B/c ,
is very large and its fluctuations could produce currents big enough to
trigger ion wave instabilities. For u = 400 km/sec , B = 5 gauss ,
-5
E1 _ 2 x i0 volts/cm The criterion of large size involves comparison
with the runaway field
ER _ KTe/e_ (V.35)
= 2 X 10 -8 n/T e volts/cm
(see Chapter II). For n = lO/cm 3 105 ER -12 _,_7+_/_, T : 2 x °K , _ I0 ..... i....
e
and E1 ~ 2 × 107 ER . Now actually this result must be interpreted with
care. The quiet interplanetary field is normal to B , and runaway can
only occur if a large electric field is imposed parallel to B However_
it is clear that normal fluctuations in B _ u and the angles can
easily allow (El)If to exceed ER . If this does occur, a very complex
sequence of changes takes place.
First, the electron current increases as eEt/m This continues
e
until the electron drift speed exceeds the ion wave speed, and the current
instability then sets in (Field and Fried, 1965). The waves grow and
scatter electrons, reducing the drift speed as shown in Fig. 23. The
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Qelectrons are heated somewhat by the scat_@r<ng and it is not known at
present just what the form of the final state is. It may happen that
the drift speed falls sufficiently so that the instability momentarily
quenches itself_ in which case we might expect a repetition of the
process.
At any rate this picture of a collisionless plasma differs con-
siderably from the hydromagnetic one. It is anticipated that fluctuations
in u _ B or @ trigger ion wave instabilities throughout the
collisionless region. These waves could undoubtedly heat some electrons
by a subsequent gyroresonance with
2 - i" X _ = - -- E
C m
e
E = - V¢ , ¢ = 90 cos (k.r - _t
(V.36)
The ultimate acceleration limit for a given ¢O is not known at
present, but calculations by Fredricks, et al. (1965) show that energy
multiplicatiom by factors of at least 25 occur in times on the order
of milliseconds. If this process is repeated in some stochastic manner
one might then expect to find superthermal electron generation through-
out interplanetary space_ especially during disturbed periods. Parker
(1965) has recently speculated that some such generation mechanism may
provide an alternate explanation for the slow decrease of isotropic
flux following a great storm.
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